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CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . (gavel). . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is now in session.
Today is March 30 th 2011. Good morning. Members.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: At this time. the Chair would like to introduce the Members of this
Committee. Starting off from my left, we do have Member Carroll. Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good morning, . Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Hokama. good morning.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aloha and good morning, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. Member White.
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Aloha, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning. And our Council Chairman Member Mateo, good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Good morning.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Supporting the Committee this morning, we do have Scott Kaneshina as well
as Camille Sakamoto, and joining the team during the Budget session is Michele Yoshimura.
Here with us this morning from the Administration, we do have First [sic] Deputy Corp....
Corporation Counsel, Adrianne Heely. I just promoted you by the way.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ... (Laughter)...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Budget Director Sandy Baz, and our Mayor. Mayor Alan Arakawa.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Good morning, everyone.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Good morning, Chair.

ITEM NO. 1:

PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 2012 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF
MAUI (C.C. No. 11-80)

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, this morning we are in receipt of the Fiscal Year 2012 Budget as
proposed by Mayor Arakawa. As all of you are aware. we are now tasked with reviewing the
proposal. The Maui County Charter now requires that the Council pass the Budget on or before
the 10 th of June. If the Council failed to pass the Budget by that date, the Budget proposed by
the Mayor shall be deemed enacted as the Budget for the ensuing fiscal year.
The Budget and Finance Committee has scheduled 19 deliberation meetings to review the
proposed Budget with appropriate departments and grantees. 8 district meetings throughout the
County, 5 meetings to make decisions on what to recommend to the Council for inclusion in the
final County Budget. The Council will hold four public hearings and two Council meetings to
complete the work on the Budget. I would like to thank all of the Members and their staff in
advance for their time and hard work in reviewing the Mayor's proposed Budget.
The Chair would like to postpone public testimony until after our Mayor... Arakawa addresses
the Committee. Any objections?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No objections.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No objections.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. The.. .this morning, the Committee is honored to have our Mayor,
Mayor Alan Arakawa with us. he will provide us with that overview on his proposal. Following
his presentation to the Committee, the Members will have an opportunity to ask questions of the
Mayor. At this time, I'd like to call upon our Mayor. Mayor Arakawa, good morning.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Good morning, Committee Chair Pontanilla. Good morning, Council
Members.
COLTNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Good morning.
COLTNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Good morning.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: My condolences and congratulations. My condolences because I've been
sitting in those chairs many, many years and I understand just how long the Budget process is
and how trying it can be. There are a couple of things that I wanted to point out in this year's
Budget for all of you to consider and look at. First of all. I want you to understand that we took
office about two and a half months ago--almost three months now--and we immediately started
to prepare the Budget. Some of the things that we looked at, we're looking at what was proposed
in the prior Administration and many of those projects we're trying to follow through on and
they're in this year's Budget; the Kihei Police Station for instance.
There are a lot of others areas that we are trying to add on and to be able to try and adjust
because opportunities have availed themselves to us to be able to do that. There's a 242-acre
parcel that we're looking at in the Waiko-Waiale area for a park acquisition that A&B has made
available if we want to acquire it at a cost of about $4 million. So that is there for you to
consider as well. In looking at this year's Budget, I'd like to also caution you because the
Carryover/Savings. I know that there was some questions about the Carryover/Savings is
exceedingly high. And I would like to point out that is not one year's Carryover/Savings; that is
actually two years' Carryover/Savings, which is why it seems to be exceedingly high. It's just
that we're recognizing a lot of what was not recognized last year.
But in reality, when we look at all of the income and looking at our expenditures, we're about a
million dollar to the deficit if we're just considering this year without the additional Carryover.
So, the income versus the expenditures that, that would be something to consider. A major issue
that we all w ill have to deal with for quite some time and indeed long after we're out of these
positions, I believe this community is going to be dealing with that, and that is the State
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bargaining costs for employee benefits. Okay. Overriding almost all of our decision making and
our need to be able to adjust budgets is the fact that this year we're paying about $20 million to
the employee retirement package that may grow to $40 million next year. That may grow double
that the following year. We don't know what it's going to be.
We just know that at some time in the past. the State Legislature looking at the situation at the
ti me capped the Employee Retirement Benefit and allowed the, the Legislature.. legislative body
to use whatever was above that cap and put it into General Fund. And because the growth that
was being experienced at that time was exceedingly high. and they did not anticipate that there
would be a problem with it. they, they took that money. Unfortunately, the situation we have
today is that the revenues from the, the amount of money that they have in the retirement funds,
in these programs. do not meet the costs. So the deficit projections are huge. And even with all
of the corrective measures that they're putting into the, through the legislative process this year,
what I've been told is that if everything were to pass, we would still take over 30 years to be able
to try and get back to what would be a normal situation. So the deficit is that huge and indeed
that's only for the general employees. If we take some of the others it may take over a
hundred years to be able to recover the deficit.
So that's the, the huge elephant that's sitting on top of everything. Okay. So we have to be very
careful about being too overzealous with our budget expenditures and not being prepared to, to
pay this cost that we have no control over. That's the one thing that I, I would actually like the
Budget Chair at some point later on to bring in the specialists from Honolulu that are, that are
administering these programs so they can have a, a discussion with us on what the specifics is.
To this point, I do not believe they have a program in mind that will solve the deficit problem.
At least they've not been able to explain it to any of the Mayors to our satisfaction. So if you
could. Committee Chair, get them to come down and explain the situation because that's the
elephant that we're all going to have to face and that's just not this year, it's next year. and 30 to
100 years from now we'll still be facing this.
In order to be able to balance our County Budget. and understanding that there is this challenge
that we have to work with, we have started an Attrition Program and I believe Sandy passed out
,
the Attrition Program to you. So as of March l st what we've realized is that we cannot continue
to grow our employee base and pay all the benefits that need to be paid plus all this additional
increase without doing something dramatic about it. So, we started an Attrition Program as of
March 1 st and there's an explanation in this program. If you need a more detailed explanation we
could give it to you but I think the brief explanation that you were given pretty much explains the
program.
Essentially, as employees are leaving,, and we have an attrition rate of roughly about 10 percent a
year, and this will vary but roughly about 10 percent a year. We're allowing the departments to
choose which position they would like to not fill because through the normal process of filling
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positions it takes roughly two months to a year to get another employee there. And in that time,
people are temporarily assigned, they move in. they fill the gaps. And what, what occurs is the
area that it is the least necessary becomes vacant which.. .and the departments themselves get to
choose where that is. So we're not micromanaging each department. We're allowing the
department through the natural process. and this has been going on for years. to be able to select
where that is, and then we're just not filling that particular position.
Now, this is not my program alone. This is something that Governor George Ariyoshi or the
former Governor George Ariyoshi came up with and talked to me about and I'm very grateful for
his suggestion. He implemented it Statewide. so I'm very certain that it will work. It has many
advantages that just cutting positions do not have. One is that it circumvents almost all of the
union challenges. We're not cutting live positions so we don't have the rifting ability where one,
an employee who's being taken away—his position being taken away—can bump and replace
another who has less seniority. None of this occurs because we're taking a vacant position that
people voluntarily vacated for some reason or other. And we're not restructuring each of the
departments so I don't have to go through a restructuring process every time we do this because
it's voluntary within the departments. This is a natural attrition program. Okay.
During the course of the year, we expect that roughly about 7 percent of our employees,
employee base, will leave and their position would not be filled. Now, there, there are
opportunities within this system to allow the departments to petition if a particular area does not
have adequate staffing. For instance, if there are only two people that can do a job and they need
both of 'em to do the job. they can petition us and we can consider whether or not to fill the
positions or not. So, there. there are some safeguards built into this process that allows us not to
hurt the departments, which is why instead of 10 percent which would be what the attrition rate
is we're down about 7 percent. Also, Police and Fire, we have to.. .give them special
consideration 'cause we have shortages in some of these areas and their.. .the skills, the skill
levels that we need attain are above the costs to create a highly skilled position like this is very
expensive. So we want to retain those positions. So, anyhow we're working with this attrition
policy. If you look at 7 percent we have roughly about 2,500 employees, so you're looking at a
reduction of about 150 plus or minus over the course of the year.
Okay. We are trying to create some changes within the departments. So, one of the big
challenges that I've had in the past, sitting as a Council Member, is that a lot of the construction,
the major construction projects, we had a lot of cost overrides, a lot of change orders and we
always used to question why all these change orders, why all these cost overrides. Well, the
reality is that we have a lot of non-professionals managing and designing our major
infrastructure. We have police officers in charge of.. .you know, police officers are trained to be
out in the field being police officers, managing a police station and trying to put it together. We
have fire fighters trying to put together the design of a fire station. That doesn't work very well,
and then the project management of that doesn't work very well either. And lots of times we
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hire consultants at an exorbitant cost to be able to cover the deficit that we have. And we don't
have the staffing in-house to be able to review properly what an architect gives us because we
don't have an architect within our system. So how do we know whether we're, we're getting a
really good job or not? We're trying to create within Public Works a division that will handle
these kinds of challenges and be able to supervise and oversee it, if not do some of the drawings
for us and then to be able to manage the projects.
The police station in Kihei for instance, we're paying someone right now $1.3 million to manage
the construction of the police station. We're already paying him, we haven't started the
construction, we haven't even granted the funding yet at this point for the police station. So, you
know, the costs can be very high and by creating a position where we have the project managers
in-house hopefully we'll be able to reduce these costs considerably. That, that is the area where
we have, you know, about 18 people growth. That's where the predominance of the, of the
growth is. There are a few others in between and the departments will talk about those as you
get to them.
I'd also like to point out that there are some tremendous opportunities for us right now such as
being able to acquire the property for a park. This, this will be something that will be able to
outlive all of us, you know, it will be a legacy for all of you sitting here as Council Members to
create a park where our children can play for the next...as long as we own the property. When
I' m going to a lot of conferences and we're, we're looking at the, the needs within our
community, one of the best cures that we have for most of the, the challenges we have is
supervised activity. If we can put a lot of energy into creating supervised activity areas such as
softball, soccer, all of these kinds of activities, we take a lot of the risk away from our
community and we create a higher quality of life. And this is what we're attempting to do. So at
a later date, we'll get into more specifics about it and each of these things that we put in the
Budget we'll come down and we'll talk to you specifically about these items as they come up.
There's another area that I would like for you to consider in discussion. Now, I floated the idea
of doing concessions in some of our parks. Okay. Immediately we get the naysayers writing
comments to the editor how crazy that is but we already have concessions at some of our parks.
It's done nationwide. And there are a lot of parks where concessions may make a lot of sense.
Now, as we're trying to create a balanced budget within our community, we can take the, the
escalating costs and we can just transfer them to our, our citizens as taxes or fee increases or we
can try and find ways to cut the costs and be able to provide some kind of an economic benefit
from utilization of some of our spaces like concessions in the parks. This does not mean that
we're going to be doing this in every park nor are we going to try and put 20 concessions in one
area. This means that if we sit together and we logically think this out, we find where it would
be convenient to do this and where it would be beneficial then we look at the profit and, and
negative margins on this. What's, what's the cost? What are the profits potentially? Perhaps
this is a way that we can put back into our departments some of the funding that we need without
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raising taxes. And I'd like to explore this during this upcoming year. So I've been floating this.
Some people think it's, it's a done deal. It's not a done deal. It's something that we all need to
think about. I want to point out very clearly, you know, we are working on this project together.
We are the leadership elected by the community to be able to manage the County's finances and
to be able to take care of this community. It's not one person; it's not two people. It's all of us
working together.
The Budget that you have before me... or before you is a proposal. The Budget that is passed
will be the Budget that this Council decides is the best budget. I'm going to ask you to look at
the Budget but realize some of the constraints that we have built into our system. One for
instance is the Carryover/Savings. If we're going to maintain our bond rating, we need to make
sure that we have a proper amount of Carryover/Savings. So that safety margin is built into our
Budget. Even as Mayor I don't micromanage each of the departments. I really don't go down
and count how many toilet paper they use. I don't really want to know, you know, how many
napkins they have to purchase or how many boots they have to purchase to run the department. I
let the departments do that and I believe you should as well.
A lot of these accounts, the way we do the budgeting is flexible anyway. So if you have more
money in the supplies for, for equipment like boots and you run out of money in areas such as
petroleum, you need more fuel, you can adjust the budget to be able to move money between
accounts. That's why we have the.. the, the system that we have to allow flexibility in
management. If you try and micromanage things you guys will go crazy and I would go crazy
which is why I don't do it. So I would caution you against trying to do this. If you want to, to
know we've told you right up front, we're looking at trying to keep about $30 million in
Carryover/Savings for next year to have a buffer and to be able to meet the, the requirements of
bond counsel. Sandy is sitting here before you. He can tell you where some of this, the funding
is. The extra money that we had because of the extra Carryover/Savings, the double, a lot of it is
put into infrastructure.
Now, when I'm using that money the question on why we put money into infrastructure. It's not
a question of whether we're going to spend the money to repair the roads or to be able to provide
water for this community. It's a question of when. right? You guys want to repair to the
potholes? You want to make sure that there's water in the pipes? We have to be able to provide
those services. We have the opportunity this year to be able to do some of that. So we're, we're
suggesting that perhaps this is the time to do some of the repair work and catch up. I don't know
how many of you have had constituents come up to you and tell you, the road in my community
is the pits. I can't drive there without going through a pothole and the road has got cracks in it.
Let's try and repair as much of it as we can. We're not going to get all of it. Even with...if were
to use our total budget to do road repair we wouldn't be able to get all of it but let's try and catch
up on some of this.
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The water systems, we all know that we need to add more water to our system. Let's try and
catch up on some of these and some of the repairs, repair and maintenance. These are things that
are going to have to be done anyway at some point in time, let's try and use some of the funding
that we have to catch up with it. Okay that's what we're trying to do. You're not going to find
anything in this Budget that will allow me to get a Cadillac. The Mayor does not drive a
Cadillac even if by his own choice, I use a secondhand car and I drive my own car. So I don't
need that in the Budget it's not in there. Everything that we put in the Budget is justifiable and
there is a benefit to this community.
The departments when they put their programs together, you know, they understand what the
department needs are to be able to scrutinize and to be able to say are you meeting your goals?
That's what I believe you should be looking at, that's what we look at. Is what you're putting in
the Budget going to allow you to meet your goals and you should ask those questions. Okay, and
we'll have our Staff here to be able to answer any of those questions for you and if there's any
personnel that you want to have specifically we'd be more than happy to provide that personnel
for you. If you need questions answered, whatever you ask, we'll try the best to be able to
provide the answer. Try and keep it relatively reasonable. Don't ask me to do an entire
encyclopedia research and get it to you tomorrow, that's not going to happen. If you keep the
request where we can actually physically do it, we'll get it to you as soon as we possibly can.
And again we're trying to come up with the best benefits we can for the community. If you see
anything in your community as you go through the community.. .the process, you're going to
each of the communities visiting it and asking them what is necessary. If you see anything in
those communities that you need to add to the Budget, please do so. You know I did not have
the opportunity to go to each of the communities because of the time constraint coming in in
January. So if you find major challenges within any of the communities that need to be
addressed, please put it in, let us work with it together. and we'll come out with some way to
balance the Budget and make it work. Okay. This is an opportunity for all of us to try and do
the very best we can to provide for the community. That's the whole purpose of our being here.
And at the end of the day, you know, if we provide for the community, we do the best we can.
that's all we can do. None of us are going to profess to be the know-it-ails of everything and
there are going to be some errors that you're going to find, some adjustments that need to be
made. And even after we get done with this Budget there are going to be circumstances that will
change things and we're going to have to adjust. So I wish you the very best in going through
this. Again I offer any time you want me to come down I will come down and explain anything
you want or however you want to use my services I'll come down and try and help out where I
can. Chairman, if you have any questions or you want to be able to discuss while I'm here,
please.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Mayor, for that overview in regards to your proposal
for Fiscal Year 2012. Members, the Chair is going to start with my right.. .Chairman Mateo, if
you have any questions.
COLTNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And. Mr. Mayor, good
morning.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Good morning
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: I guess just to follow up on three of the points that you just recognized.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Okay.
COLTNCILMEMBER MATEO: The first one has to do with your Attrition Program. In implementing
this particular program, throughout the years you will be losing some of the workforce in the
respective departments. Your Department, are you currently planning to include cross training
of the employees to carry on some of the responsibilities?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: During the course of the year between now and the next time we meet for
Budget, we are planning to reorganize quite a few of the departments. and we are going to have
to do cross training. I've talked to you previously about the, the need to be able to put like
committees together. In other words like MIS try and get them all under one leadership. GIS
under one leadership. A lot of the Finance things under one leadership. We're going to be doing
that between now and the next Budget. We just didn't have time to complete it all and meet all
the union requirements but that is going to be ongoing. And as we, as we have people leave
we're going to have to have better training. You know quite frankly, you know having worked
in the field with a lot of our employees, the County's training is not the best and we're going to
have to be able to constantly upgrade what we do. So yes.
COLTNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. And your reference to the creation of a group in Public
Works to stay on top of construction projects.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Can you tell me how our current CIP individual. Ms. Taomoto, will fit
into those plans with this particular new created group?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: She'll be working with that group.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay.
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MAYOR ARAKAWA: So, you know, essentially what we want is, if we're going to be able to...well
let use the police station as just an example. We need to have an architect that will create the, the
pictures. We need to have structural engineers. We need to have all these people. and we have
to be able to from the County review what each of these people do to make sure that it works for
us. We don't have anybody right now in the County that can do that. So this group is, is the
group that will do that. And then the project management itself. I don't need to have a firefighter
being a project manager or trying to supervise a project manager to make sure things are going
right because they don't really understand it. If I have a professional.. .project manager
managing and, and watching what's going on then we'll have better bang for our buck. So Fm
trying to protect our resources, that's what this group is for.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. And lastly, Mr. Chairman, if I may? Your reference to the
inclusion of a projected 30 million for Carryover for another fiscal year in order to monitor your
departments. have you assigned someone to stay on top of each of the department's budgets to be
assured that a 30 million Carryover will be appreciated at the end of this Fiscal Year?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Council Member, that's why we have a Budget Director and a Finance Director
sitting in the back. Their charge is to make sure that the expenditures within the Department
meet the goals that we're trying to meet. Now when we talk about the Carryover, every year we
do this whether it's been deliberate or not. We've had to do this. So people in the Department
have been monitoring Carryover for many years now to make sure that we don't overspend.
Okay. And it's something that's been going on so, yes, we will, we will be monitoring to make
sure that we don't overspend in each of the departments.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Mayor. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Mayor, just a follow up question from Chairman Mateo in
regards to construction. I know, you know, one of the biggest issues that we have today or in
fact many years is construction overruns. And I've had discussion over the year in regards to the
possibility of value engineering where, you know, you do have a group of...construction
companies that is certified by the County to do work for the County. And rather than, not rather
than but. you know, negotiating a price so that once it's negotiated it remains the price that you
pay. So is something like that being considered in regards to the, the group that you want to
formulate?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: The group that I'm trying to formulate would not be doing that specifically.
What I want is professionals that can actually look at the professional work that's being done and
evaluate the validity of that work. So we can. we can always use help to do value engineering,
but to be able to analyze what an architect is doing whether, whether it's cost efficient or not, I
really need someone that understands architecture. To do the engineering work, I really need to
have engineers that are familiar with this specific type of thing. And there are, there are, there
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are a lot of very specific things that have to be put in. You worked with the phone company, you
understand that when you do blueprints and you're, you're creating a building, if you're going to
be looking at all the infrastructure necessary for the telecommunications, you better put all the
wiring in there. And how you put that in into a building will give you a value as to whether that
building is useable or not. So we have to be able to have people within our Department that can
say, all the wiring that's being put in for the communications is in the right spot. When we're
designing the offices, are we designing it correctly, making sure all the outlets are correct? Do
we have the right kind of voltage for our, for electrical systems, et cetera? That's what I want to
be able to have the expertise to be able to follow up on.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay. So, it's just on the planning stages rather than the construction
stage.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Well and, and, and the project management. So when we start doing the
project, we have to have someone out on the field to make sure that the concrete that's being
poured is the right consistency, the rebar is the right size. You know the, the, the depth of the, of
the concrete, the footing, everything is done correctly. So you need to have a professional
construction manager, otherwise we get cracks in our swimming pools and we have to come
back and we have to repair. We get cracks in the floors of our building. I mean we've, as
Council Members we've gone through this year after year so I'm very certain that you
understand what I'm talking about.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. No. I understand what you're talking about. And yeah, and I. I think
every major project that we have from the County we should have a project manager on the -MAYOR ARAKAWA: On site.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --on the project so that, you know, things like cost overrun can, can be
avoided somehow.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: That's what I'm trying to create.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Mr. Mayor, I certainly concur with your
concerns about the, the amount of money that we may be having to put towards the ERS and I
think you would agree that the challenge also exists with the healthcare promises that we've
made to our employees post...
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Yeah, that's why I said most employee benefits.
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: So, I...my question for you is whether or not you have put any salary
and wage increases in your Budget? And if so, which, which departments or which category.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: In this particular budget. no. We're pretty much dealing with a flat budget
wage expectancy, and we eliminated the furlough from our calculation. Okay. In.. .where we're
at in negotiations at this point at the State level...it's all cloudy. None of the negotiations have
been fixed and we cannot put in an actual number for any of the four major County employee
unions at this point. So, we're doing a guesstimate with what it was last year assuming flat. If
there's an adjustment then we'll have to make that adjustment. Unfortunately, that's what I have
to work with. I don't have any better numbers and I don't speak for all of the collective
bargaining groups.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you. And I think the Chair's comment about value engineering
is, is a real critical one. Architects are used to doing it. Construction companies are used to
doing it and they're. they're both very capable and I think it's just, it's just one of those
processes that is a responsible part of proceeding with any project. So, I, I concur with your
beefing up Public Works in a way to make sure the projects that are getting done, are getting
done at the, at the best possible price and the.. .and a product that's, that's the best that it can be
without building palaces for policemen. But.. .anyway those are the only questions I have.
Thank you. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. White. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. Thank you, Mr. Mayor, for being here. And-MAYOR ARAKAWA: Thank you, Council Member.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --your attrition policy we've gone over this a number of times.
Yesterday, you and I sat down on one occasion to go over this, and I like the idea. I think it has
value added in the sense of where we put people where we really need 'em just instead of
eliminating positions. So, there's some real value to that. This Council, the past Councils' have
looked at positions especially positions that have stayed vacant for extended period of times and
saw no use or no real.. .and when the departments came to us could not really explain what they
wanted to use that for other than it's there for a long time. And so. sometimes I think this will be
a good means of doing that in another level where it's the department now has to justify to you
then to us as far as budgetary purposes what these positions mean and why you need to keep 'ern
or can we put somebody here, eliminate something below that, you know, makes it work out.
So thank you very much. I think it's something that I think I can and I think the public can relate
to and understand, you know. The only question and, and I. I...and I see a lot of questions but
that's really departmental questions that I will bring forward later. The only thing I saw a lot in
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the Budget and we've talked about is acquisition especially in the area of water. You and
I...
the same passion about water and making someday Maui County so water resilient that
we won't have this problem with droughts every year Upcountry and droughts anywhere in our
County. You know we should not and we have the capability but we just never gotten there. But
could you quickly cover these acquisitions that you are bringing forward in. in your Budget this
year?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Okay. Thank you, Council Member. There are a number of potential
acquisitions, and the reason we...we left that nebulous is because there are a lot potential
acquisitions. And if we acquire some then we may not have to acquire others. So what I'm
doing is I'm leaving the number of $10 million to be able to look at the acquisition and as the
water source becomes available to allow the Water Department to start the acquisition process.
Now, I understand very clearly everything that we do even if...even if we're going to acquire a
water source, we still have to come back to the Council. So this is going to be a partnership. But
we need water source in Lahaina. We need water source here in Central Maui. We need water
source up in Kula. And I want to be able to give the Department some flexibility. As we can
we'll start acquiring some of those water sources and we'll come down to you and we'll look at
it.
Now, one of the things that I want to, to start the process on--and that's part of this--is the
acquisition of the Wailuku Water Company's assets. I still want to go through the condemnation
process and have the discussion at the very least with this Council. I believe that it's something
that we really should do to stabilize the, the water usage here. And at the same time through
your Committee we'll be working on a lot of the plans that we're coming up with to be able to
provide water for the various communities. Now we always think about Kula but Lahaina is in a
shortfall situation potential as well. So if we can pick up a couple wells in Lahaina. There's.. .1
understand there's some that may be available with about two million gallons. We can take care
some of Lahaina's future problems as well. But we have to be able to balance out where we're
going to be and I don't want to do.. .be pigeonholed to a specific product because others might
come around that's going to be more, more cost effective. So this is why I've left it.. let the
Department decide.. .the timing that's necessary, the paperwork that's necessary 'cause we have
to go through a whole process in order to acquire any one particular source.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And the last thing I would like to.. .for you to let people know if
you don't mind. Mr. Chair, the other question I had was a discussion we've had in the past and
you brought up again yesterday about combining Wastewater with Water and making that a
unified one department kind of situation which I think really the public should hear. Because I
think that's something that's going to be very.. .we're not going do it this Budget session -MAYOR ARAKAWA: No.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --but it's going to be something we got to discuss right afterwards
because if we were to do it, it'd have to take some doing now to get it done in...by next year.
So...
MAYOR ARAKAWA: They're...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Go ahead. I'm sorry.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Oh, okay. Thank you for the opportunity. I mentioned briefly to
Councilmember Mateo that we're going to be in the process of reevaluating a lot of our
departments. Now. when you look at Water and Wastewater in specific we'll just take those
two. Almost all of their personnel do similar type of work. So the mechanics do very similar
type of work; they work on pumps. they work on the generators; the electricians' work on very
similar type of controls; the electronic techs same type of... similar, or very similar type of
equipment. Even the, the management of the departments are very similar. So when you, when
you look at all of the. the components, it might make sense to combine the two; Water and
Wastewater into one department, and allow them to have shared use of a lot of the equipment,
the purchasing ability because there's so many similarities between the two. So this is. this is
somethinL, that we have opportunities to be able to discuss. The Charter Commission that we're
going to be working with very shortly as soon as you approve the.. .through final vote, on the
Charter Commission they're going to be looking at possibly changing the Charter and this is a
ti me when we can make this kind of a suggestion. So we should have the discussion.
But if you look at Water and Wastewater almost all of the equipment and all of the, the personnel
do very similar type of work. So taking the two, combining them, and putting Environmental
Management creating a true environmental group that's dealing with all of the environmental
issues in Environmental Management with Solid Waste might make a better combination than
Wastewater and Solid Waste so.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chair, for allowing me. And thank
you, Mr. Mayor.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Hokama? Before I call on Mr. Couch. One of the issues that
was brought up by...from Member Victorino in regards to attrition and I understand that looking
over the Budget there are some additions that are being requested hopefully that as employees
leave the County, you know, retirement or quit, you know, those vacant positions somehow be
transitioned to those areas that is being requested for additional manpower. So, I, I just offer that
comment to you. Member Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Mr. Mayor, you talked about in your Budget
when you handed it to us about property tax revenue being revenue neutral. Is that, is it going to
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be revenue neutral in each category or are some categories actually going to pay a little more
versus others?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Council Member, our intent is to make each category except Homeowners
revenue neutral. In essence. the, the taxpayer is paying the same amount as they did last year.
The Home... the Homeowners category, the Budget Chair and I had a discussion, he's looking at
trying to make an adjustment in the.. .the homeowner depreciation, the deduction. So I'm giving
him flexibility to work with that by not touching that at all and let the, let the Council do an
adjustment. So that's by agreement, which is why we've left that particular category alone.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Your Real Property Tax Department, are you„ in your
programs this year, are you going to have them aggressively go after those that are avoiding
paying their, their regular taxes? There's quite a few unfortunately in, in my district that are
getting Homeowners Exemptions when they're not homeowners.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Between now and next year there are going to be a lot of different areas we're
going to have to discuss and some of it is how we're putting these categories together. So when
we have that discussion we'll also be discussing how we can better categorize the, the different
groupings and how we can pursue the tax collection. I think there's quite a bit of adjustment that
we do need to consider and you and I have talked about it in the past and I know other Council
Members we've had discussions. And the Council has on its own discussed this, the categories
at times as well. So let's have the discussion this year. We will.. .we will be as aggressive as we
can to pursue those that owe the County money. Our Administrations have always had that, that
drive to pursue this and we have been able to reduce a lot of the collection. I think when, when
Finance comes here, they'll be able to tell you how much they've been able to reduce the debt
that was owed from the, the last year's tax collection. And this is quite sizable, they've been
able to negotiate it down. So you'll be able to see the progress made in just a short time. So
rather than my trying to explain to you how they're going to do it, why don't you ask them about
the actual results?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you. With, with the goal of the State being energy.. .less
energy dependant or less dependent on oil by 2030, are you looking at ways to put photovoltaic
in places where we can to reduce our electricity costs since the County is the biggest user of
electricity in the State...I mean in the, in the County? There...and we've got the most sun in the
State, is there a way that you guys can look into really going into photovoltaic? And for instance
heating our pools, I know they're propane heaters right now but heating our pools will save in
the long run a lot of money.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: The answer to alternative energies is yes. When the departments get here they
will tell you about the programs that we're already initiating to be able to get some of this
conversion going this year, some of the contracts that are already being worked on. We also
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have to be cognizant of the fact that Maui Electric is in the process of making an adjustment in
their system as well. So as much as I'd like to push this, I also have to work with Maui Electric
Company and their capability of making adjustments. So, we're. we're having discussions and
we will move as quickly as we possibly can to alternative energies. But please be a little bit
patient with us because we don't want to force something that the electric company is not
capable of doing just because we want to get to a point. Everything we do in this community has
to be cooperative and we have to be cognizant of the fact that some of the agencies that we're
dealing with that are private sector have limitations in, in how they can adjust.
The electric company has been doing through some, some major adjustments with alternative
energies. Look at all the wind generation companies that are coming up with major projects. So
you're going to see that Maui County is leading most of the nation in conversion to alternative
energies. I would personally like to see this occur much, much faster but from a practical
standpoint we have to be able to push it in conjunction with what the electric company can adjust
in their system as well. So we're going as fast as we possibly can and if I could do it all
tomorrow and they were able to do it tomorrow I would do it, you know, but we're going to be
working with them and we cannot push it to the point where they're, they're not capable of
handling it. So, yes, to you the answer is we're going to go as fast as we can, and we already
have some programs in place.
COLTNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Mr. Chair, one more if I may?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. With the recent...emergency situation we had with the tsunami.
it's been, it's clear that we still have a bit of ways to go with the emergency operations and, and.
and getting, , getting the information out to people. You had your issues with your cell phone or
your cell phones and texting. And. and I noticed we have an Emergency Operation Center in
here. Can you explain how that will ultimately benefit because that's kind of a substantial
amount?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Well, Council Member, it is a given that the systems that we have are not
perfect and they will always be evolving. We're trying to do the very best we can with what we
do have, and we've faced three major challenges so far in three months. Now, though we had
two major flooding and we had a tsunami, that was a real tsunami, so we've been able to, to
work with this, with the systems. We are also going to be doing evaluation on how we can
upgrade the systems. We do know that as part of the Kihei Police Station we're going to be
trying to move some of the Civil Defense equipment there and the computer systems to back up
what we have, make sure that we have a secondary backup. The communication devices that we
have where the major phone company goes on the blink in the middle of an emergency because
they're overtaxed, none of us were prepared for that. In the sense that you know we wanted to
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use our phone but we were, we were able to fall back on other communication methods. So, it's
not that we were not able to do our job, we just made the adjustment in midstream and we were
able to get the walkie-talkies going and use other phones and, and get the job done.
We are going to constantly strive to improve our system and we do need a new emergency
shelter system. I cannot put all the costs in one budget year otherwise we would not have a
balanced budget quite frankly. I'd love to be able to do a lot more than we're doing right now
but there's only so much I can do in any given period. Next year's Budget I believe will include
something for Civil Defense and possibly a new building for it. But this year working with the
Council Members, you know, we've had requests to take the old post office next to us and start
the remodeling process so that's in the Budget this year. There are improvements that we're
trying to make like the police station in Kihei. We have to finish up the fire station on Molokai
and there are a lot of property acquisitions that we have to work with because the opportunities
are great.
So, taking advantage of the economic situation we have now, we're trying to acquire the
properties we can because the costs are at an all time low and that seems to be the best bang for
the buck. Catching up on the infrastructure that we have is an almost.. .there's no question that
we have to do it. You have sent constituents to my office and, and had them call me to tell me
about holes in the roads. You now have an opportunity to put the money in the Budget to make
sure that those holes are taken care of, but we do need to upgrade our system.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Chair Pontanilla. Good morning, Mayor Arakawa.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And.. .Happy Anniversary for yesterday, too. I hope you enjoyed
dinner.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Well actually Starwood was open.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Good.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: They had great food.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: All right. Special for you. So, I'm just on the general looking at
the big numbers --
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MAYOR ARAKAWA: Uh-huh,
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --not so much the details of everything, micromanaging. The
only...I like to look at the actuals
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --that really occurred and what was really expended and then, you
know, where.. .what we're looking at today. So in 2010. I'm looking at revenues, what was
adopted, and then what was the actual. The actual went up by 58 million. Excellent. Then I'm
going on down the list, all the other things operating expenditures, capital expenditures, salaries,
wages. and so on and so forth, and all the actuals are actually down from what was adopted by
Council -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --in FY 2010.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Can I interrupt? As we bring in the various departments especially Budget
and Finance, if you can hold those questions when they come.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And then they can more easily explain to you about under budget, over
budget.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I was going to give the Mayor that opportunity but...to answer that question
but I think it's more appropriate when we...go to the different departments.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you, Chair. I was kind of leading up to just a general
question in regards to comments during campaign season and now, you know, the Attrition
Program cutting down on employees which would hopefully I guess be in salaries and wages.
The actual for 2010, you know, versus your proposal. there's a big--sorry, let me back up--the
2010 adopted by Council and the actual, and the actual in 2010 is down by Ii million, and your
proposal is up by 13 million. So I'm just trying to figure out just that general big numbers, right,
if we're trying to downsize and sort of cutback and save, it's still up, your proposed budget for
just the category of salaries and wages right now. So I'm curious is that because of the employee
fringe benefits that are tossed in there?
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MAYOR ARAKAWA: It's a combination of everything. And remember... and I guess the Budget
Chair will explain this to you later on, what the Council adopted was a proposed projected, well
the actual is what was really spent. So when the numbers that were proposed to you there's also
built in safety, safety factors within the Budget. You know I talked to you about the.. .trying to
keep a Carryover/Savings potential there as well. So there, there, there are buffers built into the,
the Budget that will seem like a lot of overages but we have to be able to put some overages to
be able to get to the point where we have Carryover/Savings.

So, we have to project a balanced budget by law and at the same time we're also required in that
balanced budget to be able to keep our financial situation at the highest level so we can have
borrowing capacity. So it's not a very exact balance as you would have in a, in a private
company where you would be able to see everything. And the. the Budget Chair will explain
some of this to you I think through the process, and he'll also be able to explain some of the
pockets that are. that are deliberately created within, within the Budget system. So you'll be,
you'll be able to understand it a little bit clearer. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And addressing the parks, and then the Central regional that
you were talking about, being from West Maui, I think people in West Maui feel a little shorted
there having some of the more widely used.. .and in South Maui parks, and yet they're, they're
sort of run down. But I just wanted to jump ahead to Pali to Puamana Park plan if that's still in
the discussion 'cause I've had a lot people wanting to address that and wondering is it still
progressing along or where is it?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: In one word, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Excellent. And in regards to combining Wastewater
and...with Water, I just wanted to make a little comment that hopefully that taking it out of the
Environmental Department would still have an environmental oversight, you know, included
there should you know. ... (Laughter)._
MAYOR ARAKAWA: The title doesn't make the job -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Help that.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: --different.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Also, another...a lot of calls have been coming to my office in
regards to the timeshare rates for the property taxes that's really got boosted up a lot more so
than any other category, and just wanted to know what was your folks reasoning on that?
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MAYOR ARAKAWA: Again, we have revenue neutral. So what they paid last year they should be
paying this year. Now, understand, understand when we're talking revenue neutral. In our. in
our Budget system now what we do is we set an amount that we want. that we need for running
the government and all of the things that we want and then we, we set the taxes. And the taxes
are what we--and. and I will say "we" as Administration and Council--judge to be the fairest way
to balance the taxes. But ultimately all the, all the tax dollars match the cost of all of the things
that we provide for the community. That's all that, that matters in the end result. The, the ability
to move rates allow in this particular system just allows us to be able balance the ups and down
swings of the property values. So we can, we can do all kinds of magic tricks with numbers but
this has been the tried and proven method that works the best for, for this County in being able to
have the amount of revenue that you need to be able to do the jobs that we need. Okay. Just
because the property values go down, it doesn't mean that the water service to the hotels or the
road service to the hotels or all the other amenities that we have to be able to provide for our
community, all of the paperwork, all of the employees that we have here, those don't change
year to year, you know. They're, they're pretty stable and, and we have to provide these
services.
So the, the way that we do it is we adjust the rates versus the value and come up with, with an
amount that we want to be able to say is the tax. There's, there's no increase in tax this year in
most of these categories that's why we say it's revenue neutral. It's what was paid same as last
year. If somebody wants to say well the value went down, well, the value only went down if you
sell the property today. right. If you don't sell the property you're still living in the same house,
whether the value goes up or down you're still getting the value of the same house. And we
don't make that major adjustment every time the value goes up or down. We just try and balance
it to the amount of revenue the County needs as a whole to be able to operate. So that's the
system that we have in a nutshell. So, you know, some people will try and play semantic words
and say well, you know, you're raising the taxes. No, we're not raising the taxes. We raise the
taxes when you have more tax payment than you did last year. Revenue neutral means we're not
raising the taxes we're keeping it the same.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And as for the infrastructure and potential acquisitions of
.
water...or
I guess you mentioned Wailuku Water Company.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And also mentioned that West Maui is also in need of, of water
sources. So do you think that there could be, you know, looking at acquisition of the Maui Land
and Pine system to have that? You know they're.. .look like they're in kind of need of some
money too on that end at this point.
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MAYOR ARAKAWA: Well. I'm not going to get into specifics with you at this meeting but we will
come back to you and we will be talking to the Water Committee on some of our, our
projections, what we're looking at in each of the districts. So that would be the more appropriate
ti me to have a more detailed discussion into where the potential acquisition sources are.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's it?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you,
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: One more?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Just curious that you said you wanted to have an architect in the... is
that for Planning Department? Public Works?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: In Public Works.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Public Works? Public Works.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I, I would like to see the architect also have a background in,
in.. .you know if there could be archaeology sort of tossed in there along with or, you know, a
culturist sort of mindset also when dealing with architecture, And I just think it's important
where everyone talks about the charm of Hawaii, you know, historical designated districts and
things and I think it's„.I mean you're probably talking about facilities per se but I think the
overall if we're going to look at things to have it sort of blend and meld together and keep, you
know, the look and environment and, and charm of where we live. So I...
MAYOR ARAKAWA: We will have the services put together in consideration. The expertise are very
different areas but the...the analysis that you're looking at, we do have people within our County
that do study burials and architect, the Hawaiian cultural architect. We do have people that are
specialists in that area already in the County system.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Great, Okay. Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Mayor.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Thank you, Chair. And first of all, I'd like to thank you very
much, Mr. Mayor, for being here this morning. This is my fifth go at this, and this is the first
ti me that we've had this opportunity to discuss the Budget before we get into it with the author.
So thank you very much. I think it will help us in our review to understand some of the thoughts
and philosophies you had in putting it together.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: My pleasure. And again I offer any time you want us to come.. .you want me
to come down, I'll be more than happy to... move my schedule around and try and come down
and have this.. .any discussion you want. You know our job is to try and get the best for the
community.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Anyway, thank you very, very much. A couple of things I want to
comment on and of course there's a lot to talk about. I'll try not to be too lengthy but about your
concerns about having a value engineering kind of thing in Public Works. I think it's an
excellent idea. I can tell, share my own experience when we built the ME0 building at Cameron
Center, we had a volunteer project manager who was the head of a large construction company
on Maui and it made a huge difference in our ability to get the project done and under budget.
And so I can see that this is really a valuable service that we should have here ourselves for, you
know, using our personnel appropriately and getting the best results for the dollar. So I think
that's an excellent idea.
I' m very excited about the attrition thing. I hope that we can make it work. I also have, you
know, run a large organization. I didn't have 2,500 employees but I had 300 and every
department could come up with a real good reason why they need the position, so "rots of ruck"
evaluating 'cause they'll come to you with their pitiful stories about why they need their
employees. So it's not going to be easy but I think it's an excellent idea and a better way to cut
back rather than laying people off because when you do that it's disastrous. So good luck on that
one. I think it's a good idea.
I like your idea about concessions conceptually. I've run into two diametrically opposed
opinions already, you know, people stop me and they want to talk to me about it. And I think a
lot of is they don't have a mental picture of what you're talking about. One person was
convinced that you were going to have a business selling surfboards and whatever all over the
parks. And another one felt that you were going to have food booths and they were very
concerned about not having the right kind of food. And in my mind, I was seeing Maui hotdogs,
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which I thought would be great. I mean I hate packing a lunch when I go to the beach. I thought
it would be real comfortable to have something you could just grab and, and a drink. But, you
know. I think when you get ready to discuss that what's really important is the public
understands what you're thinking about when you say concessions but I don't think we should
waste time on that today.
I want to also comment briefly on the need for water and roads. You know I come from a
district that claims that our roads are terrible. I'm sure they're terrible everywhere but, you
know, where you live is always the most terrible.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: ... (Laughter)...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And we have great concerns about water. When we talk about water in
Kula please do not forget Pukalani and Makawao, you know, they're also suffering with not
being able to build in those areas especially families that want to build for their kids. And I
agree with you infrastructure is a black hole but we better start filling it because if we don't we
are going to be in big trouble here. I want to thank you for being generous to the social services,
youth centers, those kinds of things in your Budget. Those are very, very important parts of our
social infrastructure. So thank you for taking that into consideration. If we're going to buy stuff
is there any possibility that we're considering buying One Main Plaza?
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Council Member, we have been putting out exploratory feelers to try and see if
we can acquire One Main Plaza. The, the owner right now is not really wanting to sell but we
are going to come to you, to this body this year and we're going to have some very serious
discussions about space within the County and what we need to do. You know
Councilmember Hokama has already talked to me about trying to build where the old post...the
old post office was and try to do something because we acquired the property. But we cannot
put a whole lot of money into something and not do anything with it, so I think he's absolutely
correct that we need to start doing some work on it and make it useful. I do not like the idea and
I've never liked the idea of spending as much money as we do on lease. You know we're
spending over $1.3 million just to rent space right now and we need to be able to, to do
something about it. So we need to have a very serious discussion as to whether we're going to
rehabilitate this building and put up Twin Towers or whether we're going to do something with
the property next door or we're going to try and acquire another piece of property and do
something with it. But we should most certainly be having the discussion about how we can
have County facilities and not be paying so much in lease rent.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much. You know my Portuguese mother's adage is if
you rent, at the end of your life you have a box of receipts. If you buy you have assets. And it
breaks my heart to see all the money that's going to One Main Plaza in rent. It just doesn't make
any sense.
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MAYOR ARAKAWA: Yeah. Your mother and my mother came from the same generation. They
taught us the same thing. I hate seeing so much money going into lease.
COLTNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: You get nothing at the end.
COLTNCILMEMBER BAISA: So Fm real excited that we're looking at that. Another thing is in
regards to property tax like Member Cochran my Blackberry is almost dysfunctional with all the
emails we're getting today from the timeshare people. And I think it's really important that we
try to do some kind of explanation as to the revenue neutral concept and we can do that this
morning. I don't think people understand what that means when they hear revenue neutral. All
they know is their rate went up 40 percent, what are you doing? So we need to deal with that.
All that property tax that, you know, may not get collected. I'm anxious to see how much has
been collected. I also would like to look at our rates, and I know the Chair probably has a
proposal. But this exemption results in so many people now qualifying for the minimum tax that
we cannot afford to run this County on that. One hundred fifty dollars a year does not pay for
the infrastructure that we need to run this County. It just doesn't make any sense. And the bulk
of our taxpayers, you know, we got lots and lots and lots of people.. qualifying for that because
of the devaluation. So I think we need to look. And if we cannot collect their money, I know a
very good collection agency that we should hire. They're very effective at collecting money but
we need to get our money in here because we need it to run the County.
The last thing I want to comment is around the ERS and health. You know the year I arrived. I
knew nothing about how this worked and we were doing our first budget. And we were given a
number and said this is what you need to contribute and then there was another discussion about
a number that you had to contribute, and there is a substantial difference. And I said well why
don't we just give the big number. We happened to have the money. And we gave the smaller
number and I think this has been going on for a very long time; this kind of toying with this debt.
So as you say it's the 800-pound gorilla. We need to deal w ith it.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Thank you, Council Member. And if I may, Councilmember Pontanilla?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Go ahead.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Understand that when the Council and Administration has taken a view that
what we're going to try and do overall is to have people that use certain services pay for those
particular services rather than raising tax generically for everybody and have everybody pay for
it. In Wastewater we're trying to have people who use the wastewater services pay for those
costs. In Water we're trying to have people that use those services pay for that cost. So, the, the
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County for a number of, of years now has gone in that direction to raise the, the user fee to try
and get it to the point where it balances out with the actual cost. And we're trying to do that as
well in this Budget.
So rather than trying to, to raise overall cost which would be the property tax, we're trying to do
this in showing people where the actual increase in cost is for the government and the, the
services that they use. So that's, that's how you're going to see some of this adjustment. It's
going to be in where people actually use the services those cost increases are being built into the
system. We're still not caught up to actual cost in a lot of areas. Okay. So this.. .and I don't
want anybody to get the idea that in every one of these areas we're doing, for instance in trash
collection, people are not paying the actual cost of trash collection. Some of it is still being
borne by the general property tax. So we're trying to get it to the point where people are going
to see this is what it actually costs to collect trash and you're only paying what is real cost.
You're not paying for anything other than trash collection when you pay your trash collection
bill. And the same is true in these other areas. So the user fees are the area that we're trying to
work with the adjustments more so than the property tax area.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank, thank you very much, Mayor, and that's an interesting
discussion. We can have another day. But, you know, this idea of making service users pay it
gets complicated because there are many people who don't use the services and yet continue to
pay. I don't do tennis. I don't use the swimming pools. I don't use athletic parks and yet I'm
willing to pay for them because this is what shared government is about. you know, government
infrastructure has to be paid. So we could have that discussion in another day. Chair, thank you
very much for the opportunity.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Baisa. Member Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. One thing about being last, the other Members
were kind of enough to bring up most of the things I had on my list over here. I'll bring up only
one thing getting back to One Main Plaza and the necessity for more office space and parking
space. In 2005. I had in the Budget $200,000 for design and construction of a building in our
three-quarter acre parking lot across the street of a building. a parking structure, and office
building. At the last moment somebody pulled out a zero and made it $20,000. which made it
worthless, that probably went to Carryover/Savings. But it was a solution that at that time I felt
and a few others felt that was appropriate to pursue and of course who knows where we'd be
now if we had pursued that. It would have solved the parking problem. People are not very
friendly toward County employees taking all the parking on all the side streets and every place
else over here. It was pointed out that by us leasing One Main Plaza if we're going to seriously
look toward revitalizing Wailuku, the last thing we need to do is take away most of the available
office space for.. .that would be available for this revitalization and the County taking it over
besides some other problems.
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And so it was hoped that we could use our own. We own the land. It's our land. And that
consider.. .that works considerably to reduce costs for that. And I would hope that the Council
and the Administration could consider getting back to that. And all the other things I have over
here have either been brought up or it would be more appropriate at this.. .later on to bring it
before the department heads. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Carroll. That's right, as we bring the various
departments up forward we can ask the more specific questions, and some of the questions that
you asked this morning basically can be answered by the departments. So. Mr. Mayor, I would
like to thank you for being here -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair? Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --this morning.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: One quick question for the Mayor and I would like.. .just it's a
quick question and if you can give me a quick answer?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure. Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mayor, would you instruct the Finance Department...a couple of
years ago I did a quick calculation, what I'd like to know, what is the actual expense for our
citizens. the 155.000 or so citizens that live on this island, that we pay out for fire, police,
emergency, and parks, which are the three or four departments that really bring in very little
revenue in versus what we expend out? I'd like the Council to have that information if that is
possible, if we could have the Department of Finance work out those calculations. You know so
it would take the total we spend on those departments divided by the total population and this
would be how much money it costs.. .the County to operate each one of those per individual.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Okay. We can do that... (includible)
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: You have the numbers in front of you -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: --what each of those departments' budgets are. and then we'll just divide that
by the population of the County and we'll get you that number.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, and I think that would be good for the public to see that,
Mr. Chair, because those are non revenue generating areas that we essentially need—fire, police,
and all that.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. I think it's going to be covered this morning.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. If...if...if it is fine, you know.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I thought, I thought I read something in...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Because last year remember I, I played with that number -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --and I mentioned that number a couple of times. Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I understand. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Again, thank you, Mayor Arakawa, for being here this morning. I
really appreciate your answers in regards to the questions that the Members have -MAYOR ARAKAWA: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --provided you with.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Thank you very much, Councilmember Pontanilla. And again I want to thank
all of you Council Members for your indulgence and I will again offer anytime that you want me
to come down come down and answer your questions. I sympathize with you for the next
few weeks. And if you want I'm willing to volunteer my office to provide refreshments for at
least one of the nights that you're here for odd hours, we'll, we'll chime in on some of that as
well. Provided that you let our staff indulge in the, the refreshments that we have to have
because those meetings are just so long. And...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. I was going to take, take it up for when we meet in
Kahului.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: ... (Laughter)
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: ... (Laughter)...
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . (Inaudible). .
morning.

But again thank you, Mayor Arakawa, for being here this

MAYOR ARAKAWA: Okay. Thank you very much, Council Members.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Members, we do have several people signed up for public testimony
this morning. So for those of you that have signed up for public testimony, Chair will allow you
to provide testimony, three minutes and one minute to conclude. When you come up please state
your name, organization that you represent. The Chair and Committee would appreciate that.
But before we go into public testimony, if every one of us can turn our cell phones to the silent
mode or turn it off, please. Thank you. The first person to sign up for public testimony is
Michael McCormick.
...BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY...
MR. McCORMICK: Good morning, Council Members and Council Chair Pontanilla. It's a privilege to
be here to speak in front of the Council regarding the Budget. And I want to welcome some new
faces to the Council that I haven't seen in the past here. Councilmember Cochran,
Councilmember Couch. and Councilmember White. and some of our returning Members,
Councilmember Carroll, Councilmember Hokama, and all the returning Council Members,
thanks again for this privilege.
I' m here today to speak on asking your support for the Mayor's line item for Best Buddies which
is an organization here that I've had the privilege of working with teachers and students at our
schools and the principals. It works with students in our schools that have disabilities and these
are kids that could have both physical but IDD disabilities too which are Intellectual and
Developmental Disabilities. Most of the students are in Special Ed classes and they really
haven't been integrated maybe the way they should into society. So our mission at Best Buddies
is to provide friendships, integrated employment, and leadership opportunities for these students.
When I came this morning I asked everybody to pass out a little community article that appeared
in The Maui News. I had the privilege of taking one of our Best Buddy Ambassadors from Maui
High School. Ezra Kanaha. to Washington D.C. earlier this month where he actually was an
advocate and got to speak in front of Senators Inouye and Akaka and our Representatives Hirono
and Hanabusa. And that was to ask for Federal funding for not only Special Olympics but also
for Best Buddies.
Just in brief, we have 270-plus student members plus our teacher volunteers that run this
program. It's a volunteer program and it's a great model. We're now... our total budget for
Fiscal Year 2012 is about $116,000 and we're asking the County for some lifeline support, which
is about $58,000 of that funding. Thanks to tremendous support from the visitor industry, we just
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had a very successful fundraiser in the Wailea area and we raised about $25,000 for Best
Buddies. I'm on a flight tonight to San Antonio. Texas where one of our citizens here on Maui or
one of our residents invited me to come, and they're holding a fundraiser actually for Best
Buddies. Hawaii that will bring money back into the County to support our program.
So, once again this is a great program and we really ask for your continued support. An exciting
thing, after three years we finally are starting a program at Lahainaluna High School and we've
been having meetings the last couple of weeks with the new principal Emily DeCosta and with
the Special Ed Department and some of the teachers to begin that program in the Lahaina area.
So once again we're continuing to grow and bring more students into our program and these are
students that are going to be giving back to the community. And as they go out and do jobs in
the community they're going to.. .or as they go out into the community become leaders and
employers, they're going to recognize the abilities that are.. .community members that have
disabilities -MR. KANESHINA: Three minutes.
MR. McCORMICK: --have to offer. Thank you very much for your support.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank
you, Mike.
MR. McCORMICK: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Next testifier is Gregg Lundberg.
MR. LUNDBERG: Good morning, Mr. Chair. Members of the Budget and Finance Committee. Thank
you for allowing me to come today and speak before you. I'm here today to speak directly in
regards to the 2012 proposed Maui County Budget. We...we sincerely appreciate the
extraordinary work the County Council and the Budget and Finance Committee as you undertake
and refine it over the next few weeks. I'm before you today to voice our concern over the
proposed tax increase, property tax rate increase for timeshares.
I' m a long time Maui kamaaina. My wife was born here and raised on Maui. Together we're
raising our three kids here. I've worked over 26 years in the hospitality industry and have seen
how the timeshare industry has become one of the major drivers in our State's hospitality market.
Although I'm a traditional hotelier at heart, I have found an appreciation and respect for the
tremendous stability and versatility that the timeshare operation offers. Maui's timeshare
industry employs nearly 1.500 employees, pays more than $25 million in real property tax, and
that's not including TAT, GET, and Conveyance taxes. Maui's property tax rate for the
ti meshare makes it the highest in the State. On Maui, a residential condominium is taxed at
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$4.85 or $2.00 per thousand if the owner's primary residence. A unit that's used as a timeshare
is taxed at $14,00 per thousand. The Budget proposes an increase rate to $19.60. Higher tax
bills could lead to timeshare buyers avoiding Maui for purchases. cause existing timeshare
owners to sell, and even worse fall into foreclosure. During the 2008 and '09 economic
recession we experienced a much higher foreclosure rates on timeshare owners giving up their
properties because they no longer can afford the fees. Contrary to uninformed beliefs fueled by
rumors and misinformation regarding the industry, timeshare properties are good employers, are
good for the community, and pay their fair share of taxes.
As an employer, we at the Westin Villas work diligently to provide stable employment and have
not laid off any employees during these unprecedented period of recession. In fact, we continue
to hire as we average over a 95 percent occupancy. Timeshare„ .timeshare owners are Hawaii
property owners and pay an annual maintenance fee, which includes property taxes, General
Excise Tax, and maintenance and management fees. No other owner of real property in Hawaii
is required to pay an occupancy tax on real property they already own. Hawaii is the only State
in the nation to charge timeshare owners a Transient Occupancy Tax on their maintenance fees.
When the timeshare units are rented to non-owner occupancy, guests pay the full State TAT and
Hotel rate as a hotel and get full GET. Approximately 40 percent of my inventory, which is
400 rooms a night, are occupied by non-owner occupancy. So the State and County receive full
complement of taxes.
Timeshare projects have a high...have had a high and consistent rate of occupancy, high
customer satisfaction, and have become a vital part of our tourism industry. Hawaii must
continue to compete aggressively for the tourist dollar against other destinations and markets that
have upgraded their inventories. Keeping our cost competitive, revitalizing, and refurbishing
our.. .our visitor facilities, which averages over 40 years old, is vital to helping prop up our
beleaguered hospitality industry.
MR, KANESHINA: Three minutes,
MR. LUNDBERG: For all the aforementioned reasons, we strongly urge Members of your Committee
to not increase property tax rate on timeshares on Maui. We believe this is unfair and we will
explore all of our options to be sure that in the end we are treated fairly. I always, as always I
thank you for the opportunity to share our views with you today. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Chair. Aloha. Thank you for being here. Yeah, I'm
from West Maui so I've been hearing the, you know, the concerns about that. You were here
and heard the Mayor --
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MR. LUNDBERG: Yes, I did.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --trying to explain the, the, the.. .the revenue, revenue neutral idea?
Did you understand what he was trying to get at in regards to the timeshare cap?
MR. LUNDBERG: Conceptually, I do. I don't understand the math and I look forward to seeing more
details as they come available, but in my mind our, our tax rate is being raised 40 percent. So
therefore I should see a drop in 40 percent in assessment just philosophically. But until I see the
math. I'm not sure exactly what he's talking about, but it doesn't compute right now in my mind.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, any more questions for the testifier? If not. Mr. Lundberg, do you
have a copy of your testimony that we can make copies of to pass out to the Members?
MR. LUNDBERG: Yes, sir.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
MR. LUNDBERG: You're welcome.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: If you could provide that copy to the Staff.
MR. LUNDBERG: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. The next testifier is Elton Sambrano.
MR. SAMBRANO: Good morning. Chair and Members of the Budget and Finance Committee. My
name is Elton Sambrano and I represent the Marriott's Maui Ocean Club and Fm here to testify
regarding the proposed increase in real property tax for timeshare. Our timeshare owners are
already heavily burdened with the highest real property tax rate at $14 per thousand. An increase
of 40 percent to 19.60 will have an immediate negative impact to our owners and consequently
to our associates. To put things in perspective, property taxes have increased by $6 million since
2005. between 2005 and 2010, of course we had two towers built within those, those years.
A 40 percent rate increase will add an estimated $2.9 million to our owners' already high
maintenance fees assuming property tax, property values remain unchanged. Since 2005, when
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the current timeshare property tax rate of $14 went into effect and owners total maintenance fees
per unit week for a two-bedroom unit increased by 62 percent or $701. Of that increase property
tax has accounted for $265. In that same period and on a per unit week basis, property tax has
increased by 679 percent. this has all to do with valuation. If the increase went into effect the
property tax per unit week would be almost a 1.000 percent increase since 2005. 1,000 percent
no matter what category you're, you're in is unacceptable.
Our owners have serious concerns in the ever-rising cost to maintain their vacation unit weeks.
As operators of Maui Ocean Club, we have kept operating expenses increases at an average of
3 percent per year, which also includes utility expenses, however, property taxes have
skyrocketed at unacceptable rates. Property taxes in addition to Hawaii Gross Excise Taxes and
Transient Occupancy Taxes are making it difficult for owners to continue maintaining their
vacation unit week. Rising costs in maintenance fees compounded by current economic
conditions are jeopardizing the future of timeshare sustainability and growth and will
consequently affect our local community.
Our resort employs a staff of 450 local residents, a majority which have been employed by us for
many years. In 2010, our total payroll was about $12 million and money all spent in the local
economy. Our staff lives on Maui and supports the local economy by buying homes, renting
apartments, and purchasing necessities at local retail stores, which makes us a company...which
makes our company an important part of our local community. Our owners and associates
support and contribute over $100.000 annually to charities, local schools, and organizations in
cash and in kind donations. This is in addition to many man-hours and sweat equity. We
contribute greatly to the success of our island community and strongly oppose any increase -MR. KANESHINA: Three minutes.
MR. SAMBRANO: --in the real property tax rate for timeshare. Now is not the time to jeopardize an
industry that have provided owners with memorable vacation experiences, steady employment to
our local community, made significant contributions to charities and paid its fair share of taxes.
Thank you for the opportunity.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, question? Member Couch followed by
Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. Mr. Sambrano?
MR. SAMBRANO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: If after listening to what the Mayor said your folks don't pay any more
taxes, the rate, yes, increases but the actual amount they pay according to the, the Administration
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will not. Will that help? I know you mentioned you thought there was going to be two more
million dollars in increase in taxes. But in, in.. .according to the Administration that's not going
to happen. Would that help relieve your, your clients?
MR. SAMBRANO: Any decreases will help our clients. You know like Gregg mentioned and, and the
Mayor talked about the tax being revenue neutral. I have not yet seen all the calculations and
I' m trying to figure that out in my head. too. 40 percent increase. And I don't have the current
assessment yet. My corporate office hasn't really transmitted it over to me. In my e-mail to her
she mentioned something about 14...12 percent maybe reduction in values. Twelve percent,
40 percent I don't know if that's neutral, but again I want to see the actual numbers come in and
we'll see whether it's really revenue neutral.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I guess the question is would it be okay with your clients if it was
revenue neutral?
MR. SAMBRANO: It would be. in relation to having an increase, it would be acceptable, yes, but
whether, whether the, the rate is still something that is acceptable. Even at the $14 I mean you
go back to 2005 when it went up to $14, and I don't think really anyone has had a acceptable
explanation as to what, what's the basis of $14. But to answer your question, yeah, I mean
neutral verses increase, yeah, that, that would be acceptable.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And thank you for being here. Could we get a copy
of your testimony?
MR. SAMBRANO: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Because you had specific breakdowns that I think interests me and
I think some of us would be very interested in that. Because one of the questions I've always
had and no one's ever answered to me is this maintenance fee. What true percentage is real
property and all the other expenses because you and I both know through the years utility costs
have gone up, cost of labor -MR. SAMBRANO: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --all the other things. right? So...
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MR. SAMBRANO: And that's what I was trying to say is that as an operator we've, we've kept the
operating expenses at 3 percent. Okay. But property taxes over the last seven years, the
compound annual growth was 34 percent.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: If I could have a copy of all of that.
MR. SAMBRANO: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I think that would help us, you know, with our, our, our looking
over. Thank you. Mr. Chair.
MR. SAMBRANO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Any more questions. Members? Member Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Thank you, Chair. And thank you, Mr. Sambrano, for being here.
You bring very good information. I'd like to hear from you what is happening to the price of
ti meshares that you are familiar with?
MR. SAMBRANO: I'm not in sales and marketing, and I don't really get involved with the, with the
selling and the prices. So, I couldn't really answer your questions.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. I'll save it for somebody who knows.
MR. SAMBRANO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. Aloha, Elton, nice to see you.
MR. SAMBRANO: Hi.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: What was the, the taxes, 2005 you said timeshares was 14, what
was, what was the increase from? What was it prior to 2005? Do you recall?
MR. SAMBRANO: I don't recall. I'm kind of new in the business, so.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: What was the jump, yeah, up to that 14
MR. SAMBRANO: I only know $14.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, okay.
MR. SAMBRANO: I don't know what was prior to 2005.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh. okay. All right. I can see that...find that. Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Members, any more questions? Member White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Chair. I would just like to point out that the, the
actual tax generated with the increase from 14 to 19.60 is approximately $28.000. So it's pretty
close to revenue neutral. The valuations dropped from 1.777.000.000 to 1,268.000.000. So, to
give you some. some area, or some number to play with. I'm certainly not stating whether I
think 19.60 or 14 is an appropriate level. but I just wanted to point that out. What I think would
help this Committee also to have a sense of whether, a sense of what the timeshare valuation is
per unit compared to the sales price. And if somebody from the timeshare community can help
us with that I would appreciate it. Thank you. Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, fine. Mr. Sambrano, if you can provide us that information in regards
to what Member White is, is requesting we'd appreciate that.
MR. SAMBRANO: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions? Seeing none, thank you again.
MR. SAMBRANO: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. The last person to sign up for public testimony prior to the meeting is
Dan Dinell.
MR. DINELL: Thank you and good morning. Committee Chair Pontanilla and Members. I'm Dan
Dinell representing ARDA Hawaii. ARDA Hawaii is the local chapter of the American Resort
Development Association, the national timeshare trade association comprising of 45 properties
Statewide, 22 here on Maui. ARDA strongly opposes the Administration's proposed increase in
the Timeshare real property tax rate. Before going on to my written testimony, just an answer to
Councilmember Cochran's question, it was 2005 the rate increased from $8.30, which was the
same as Hotels to $14 dollars, so that was a 69 percent increase --
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
MR. DINELL: --back in 2005.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
MR. DINELL: You have our written testimony. I just want to make three points today. Number one is
the proposal fair and reasonable? The Timeshare classification on Maui is the only one with a
double-digit tax rate. We're facing the largest single increase of $5.60. All other classifications
are looking at between 20 cents to $1.05 and with no increase to the owner/occupant
homeowner. The Administration's revenue neutral by class except for Homeowners assumes the
current collections are appropriate, and have a reasonable nexus to the services received from the
County. So I think that's a real key assumption that we don't agree with.
Secondly, and this leads to my point, my second point about paying our fair share. On Page 2 of
ARDA's testimony, you have highlights of a study by hospitality advisors that revealed when
compared to the hotel industry on a unit by unit basis, the timeshare industry paid 29 percent
more taxes per unit. And this is all taxes. GET, the previously mentioned TAT and TOT, as well
as real property.
My third point are timeshare owners are loyal return customers. Timeshare owners are not
absentee second homeowners that can afford to maintain an often empty residence here in Maui
County. They are committed to stay in their unit and they return every year to spend money here
in the County. As we look at the downturn in the visitor industry arrivals, keeping this stable
source with its historic 90 percent plus occupancy is critical for the economic stability of this
County. In closing. ARDA recognizes that this is the first of a series of Budget meetings and we
are willing to participate and happy to provide any information that will help this body forge a
budget that works for the people of Maui County. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Question. So you telling us this morning that the timeshare person is not a
vacationer that the County was sold on to support timeshare? You're talking to us as property
owners this morning?
.
MR. DINELL: They are property...they
own a real property interest and they come back every year so
they.. .yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So...
MR. DINELL: They're responsible for the property tax, not companies are responsible.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And that's the.. Fm glad that you said it because now we know for sure.
They're not to be viewed as visitors, right? That's your words.
MR. DINELL: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Remember that -MR. DINELL: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --when it comes to decision-making.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you for being here, Mr. Dine!!. You heard my question earlier
about what's happening with the price of timeshares, can you help?
MR, DINELL: Fm not familiar with the Maui County prices, but we can certainly get the specific
information to Maui County, the.. .that relationship that you were asking about.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much.
MR. DINELL: You're welcome.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Members, any more questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you
again for being here.
MR. DINELL: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr, Dine!!
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --was the last person to sign up for public testimony prior to the meeting. Is
there anyone out in the gallery that would like to provide public testimony at this time that hasn't
signed up? Seeing none, Members, without any objections the Chair would like to close public
testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY...
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Before we start our budgeting process, I'm going to have the
Budget Director Sandy Baz provide us with a PowerPoint. The Chair is going to call for...
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ... (inaudible)
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Give me some time, Jesus.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ... (Laughter)...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Chair is going to call for a recess and we'll return at 11:00. Okay?
Meeting is in recess until 11 o'clock. . . (gavel). . .
RECESS:

10:47 a.m.

RECONVENE:

11:02 a.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:
.(gavel). .
The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is now
reconvened. Members, this morning we have our Budget Director...good timing, turn off the
lights, no can read.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . .(Laughter).
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Our Budget Director Sandy Baz who has prepared a PowerPoint for the
Committee. At this time, I'd like to turn over the bidding to Sandy.
BUDGET OVERVIEW
MR. BAZ: (PolverPoint Presentation) Thank you. Mr. Chairman, Committee Members. I appreciate
the opportunity and beg your indulgence as we go through this PowerPoint presentation. I have
handed out slides for you as well that you can take notes on and present. We will have a time for
question and answers after the presentation. I have a feeling though many of your questions will
be also going in along with the revenue projections that Mr. Danny Agsalog, our Finance
Director, will be presenting to you after my presentation is complete.
So, basically, I wanted to bring to you the overview of the two annual Budgets that are presented
to you. One is the Operating Budget, which includes both the Executive or Administrative
branch of Government and the Legislative branch. Your folk's purview. The legal governance
of what, well what governs our Budget is really the State Constitution, the State's Hawaii
Revised Statues or laws, the Maui County Charter specifically our Article 9 of Financial
Procedures, our Maui County Code Title 3, which talks about revenue and finances as well as
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some others. And also our general Budget provisions which are presented to you as a draft in the
Budget Ordinance.
th

Article 9 defines our Fiscal Year. from July 1 st through June 30 of the following year. It also
says that all fiscal affairs should be controlled by the Budget Ordinance and Appendices, and
the Capital Program Ordinance". The Budget has to be a complete financial plan for the fiscal
year and a balanced Budget is required. Estimated revenues must equal expenditures and
appropriations. There are conditions or restrictions that are allowed to be put on the Budget, and
these conditions, limitations, and restrictions shall be set forth via items usually as provisos that
you put into the Budget or that the Administration proposes. Then expenditures shall be made
from revenues other than borrowing. So an expenditure for operations must be made from
revenue that we're generating. The only exception to that is retirement of bonds, the Capital
Program, which means we can borrow money to pay for our capital or in the case of emergencies
we also have the ability to borrow money. All rates, fees, assessments. and taxes, are set forth in
Appendix B of your Budget Ordinance.
So, as we present this Budget to you, and your job over the next couple of months here is to pass
the Budget, you may pass it as we present it. 1 doubt that will happen but you can. You can
amend the Budget, you can add, increase, delete, decrease appropriations, except for ones that
are required by law or to pay indebtedness. Yeah. the Charter restricts you from not paying our
debts. Council shall pass the Budget by June 10 th as was mentioned earlier this morning or the
Mayor's proposed Budget does go into effect. This approved Budget will go into effect on
July 1 St of 2011 and will continue until June 30 th of 2012.
So our revenue section of the Budget, which our Finance Director Danny Agsalog will go into in
very detail shortly. includes General Fund, which is made up of Real Property Taxes, TAT.
Public Service Company Tax, Grant Revenues, and other items. And also includes Special
Revenue Funds, which are like our Sewer Fund, which pays for our wastewater operation,
Highway Fund, Bikeway Fund, Solid Waste Fund, Golf Fund, Liquor Fund, and Water Fund.
The Appendices of the Budget include Grant Revenues that are estimated in Appendix A, and the
rates and fees as described in Appendix B. And these are some of the rates and fees that are
included in Appendix B. So for Fiscal Year '12 Mayor's proposed Budget, a balanced Budget of
632 million dollars is, is proposed. This includes all revenues of County funds and does not
include Grant Revenues. Operating expenditures is a total of 475 million and capital
expenditures 156.7 million.
Broken down by category, the proposed Budget includes 138 million...excuse me. 145.1 million
for salaries and wages, better known as the A Account; $323.7 million for operations;
$6.5 million for equipment. The total for the Operating Budget is $475.3 million. It's something
to note that fringe benefits are appropriated in Countywide in operations not in salaries and
wages. If you look at most corporate accounts, salaries and wages include fringe benefits in their
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accounting function. For government, for County it's included in operations in Countywide, and
we'll describe some of those increases here shortly.
The Countywide also includes Special Operation.. .Operating Costs. Again those are the, the
fringe benefits and interfund transfers from other departments in other funds into the, into the
General Fund for payment. If you'll notice the increase of salaries is about 4.5 percent and this
is mainly due to the restoration of the furloughs, the salary adjustment that was put in for
Fiscal Year . 11. Of the $30 million increase in operations. 25 million of that is in Countywide
specifically, this as our Finance Director will explain, is related to costs incurred for Employee
Retirement System increases, the Post-Employment Obligation Fund payments. as well as some
additional costs in there. We have proposed a $2 million increase to be transferred to the
Emergency Fund for a total of. the cap of $4 million. We've increased the equipment by
$4 million to cover some of the delays in replacement of equipment that have happened over the
last couple of years trying to catch up to the departments that are crying for, for equipment
because they've been restricted in expenditures.
So by fund, we have here the total Operating Budget proposed of $394 million in General Fund,
Water 97 million, Wastewater 60, Highways 47.1 million, Solid Waste 27.7, Liquor nearly
3 million. the Golf Fund 2.3 million, and Bikeway is .3 or $300.000. And this makes up our total
County operations of $632 million. Broken down by revenue, in the General Fund, and again
our Finance Director will go into detail, this is just a chart for you to show, highlight, you know,
54 percent our revenues in the General Fund are generated specifically by Real Property Taxes.
Carryover/Savings was significant and 15 percent of our estimated revenues for 2012.
As far as expenditures go out of General Fund. you'll see that a majority is for the general
government costs and these are things that, you know, cover the administration and operations of
the County, and the Public Safety is another large sector at 21 percent of our Budget or
$81.7 million is related to fire, police and the like. You'll see capital expenditures out of the
General Fund $72.9 million, that's a huge increase this year mainly due to the Kihei Police
Station and other items.
The Water Fund, you'll see that we have$ 96.9 million estimated Budget for the Water
Department. We're expecting $51.1 million in charges for current services, which is the
majority of their revenue. Capital expenditures are $43.8 million. This is again an increase this
year, as you heard from the Mayor this morning his desire to increase our infrastructure
development in the Water Department area. Water Supply Operations takes up the other part of
the expenditures and that's $53.1 million.
The Wastewater Fund, similar to Water, charges for current services make up a majority of their
operations, that a $41.6 million. They do have Carryover/Savings, $9 million for 15 percent of
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their operations, and their capital expenditures, we proposing $22 million in capital projects.
Operations is about $38.3 million.
The Highway Fund is proposed $47 million in operations and revenues. Majority of those
revenues come from the Fuel and Franchise Taxes. These are the Fuel Tax as well as the, the
utilities tax that our, our utility companies pay as well. There's licenses, permits, and fees, the
$13.3 million. You'll see if you compare it to last year is a significant1stincrease and that's due to
the County Weight Tax increase that went, was effective on January
of 2011. So we've seen
a couple months worth of that increase and we're expecting a significant more for Fiscal Year
2012. In the Highway Fund, we're proposing $15.5 million in capital expenditures and
$31.5 million in operational costs.
The Bikeway Fund. this $275.000 of Carryover/Savings is basically available to us to spend on
bikeway projects. There's expected $25.000 in annual revenues, that's pretty much year to year
the same amount, and we are proposing $300.000 in capital expenditures this year.
For the Golf Fund, we have a Carryover/Savings negative of $1.2 million, and I'm sure you're
going to have a lot of questions to that and we'll go into that in a little bit. So because of that and
a reduction in charges for current services that we're expecting, we are transferring, a
Supplemental Transfer from the General Fund of $2.4 million as was proposed and their total
operation budget is about $2.3 million on an annual basis.
The Liquor Fund is about $2.9 million as described. They have a pretty flat budget. on a normal
basis. Their operations cover their expenditures, license, and permits, and fees, from the users.
Cost of, of the alcohol and also the permits are covered for the liquor control activities, which is
100 percent of their activities $2.8 million --excuse me--$2.9 million. And you'll be able to get
more information from the Department as they present to you.
For Fiscal Year 2012 expenditures by department, you'll see a breakdown here on this page of
the General Fund expenditures. These are all of the departments that receive General Funds and
how much of their Budget is covered by General Fund operations. This next slide covers Special
Revenue Funds and these as you see here are Wastewater. Solid Waste, Liquor. Highways. Of
course Highways pays for not only public works and roads but also for the Maui Bus services in
Transportation Department. And the total Special Revenues we get is about 19...98.4 percent.
We have two Enterprise Funds. These are the Waiehu Golf Course and the water supply. We
are projecting a total budget expenditure of 55.4 million for those two Enterprise Funds.
When we break the expenditures down by category and I need to reference this, my staff
submitted to me a new slide here, the three categories that changed were basically some of the
fringe benefits that were included in operations. And so those fringe benefit item of
$69.7 million is corrected, about 11 percent of current budget. If you look at the employee
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benefits as compared to current salaries and wages it's about 48 percent of current salaries and
wages, is what employee benefits are costing us. Also, some of the debt service was included in
operations as well so that these numbers on the slide are the corrected version.
The personnel summary by fund, we have a total requested, General Fund personnel of 1.817.3
positions. Special Revenue Funds would be 416.3 and Enterprise Funds of 240.9 positions. A
breakdown of those positions as you will see in the proposed Budget include two for Civil
Defense. These were formally funded by Grant Fund positions. They're no longer available,
and they have requested that these positions assist in the voluminous number of events that
they've had. One extra position for Corporation Counsel, which would be to assist with the
Charter Commission. The Fire Department has requested six positions in for drivers. And
Mayor mentioned that Public Works includes five positions for the Construction Management
Team that will be in Public Works Engineering Division. So, personnel summary by functional
area, this is a breakdown of the... by functional area personnel. As you can see a majority of our,
our staffing goes to public safety. This is Fire and Police. And the other large section. culture
and recreation relate to the Parks Department.
For our Capital Program Budget, these include capital program projects and in your proposed
Budget they are separated by three categories. First of all is the source of funding, then by
community plan districts, and these differ from your nine Council seats, right. These are the
community plan districts and there's eight of them in, in our area. The type of project. it also
classifies where it's expressed in the proposed Budget. The Capital Improvement Program is a
six-year program with the first year 2012 as proposed appropriations and the following five years
will be estimated and will be subject to Council approval in the future. Any unencumbered or
unexpended capital improvement appropriations by Charter are deemed abandoned six months
after the close of the Fiscal Year. So that means that we have basically 18 months to operate the
Capital Program instead of the general 12 months that is given to the County Budget.
So Capital Program by funding source. This slide is a breakdown of the different funding
sources. We have $40 million proposed as a USDA loan for the Kihei police station. We have
$38.5 million in Bond Funds, and for the first time we have a pretty significant amount of
General Fund Capital Program Budget at $7.5 million in, in Capital Funds. All right. So I'm
done with my presentation, Mr. Chair. Back to you and we'll get the slide up and...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you very much. Director Baz. At this time, the Chair is going to call
for a short recess to get our screens up. Thank you. Recess. . . . (gavel). . .
RECESS:

11:19 a.m.

RECONVENE:

11:21 a.m.
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.(gavel).
The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is now
CHAIR PONTANILLA:
reconvened. Thank you very much, Mr. Baz, for that presentation regarding your side of the
house. So at this time. the Chair is going to have the Members ask you some questions in
regards to the presentation that you just gave us.
So, I'll start with
Member Mateo...Chairman Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chair, thank you. Thank you very much. Mr. Baz, some of those
positions that, that you mentioned for example in Fire there's six positions. Those six positions
are going to be funded not out of General Fund: they're going to be funded with Grant Funds,
right?
MR. BAZ: No, these are General Fund operation.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: General Fund operations.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Excuse me.
MR. BAZ: Excuse me. Chair Mateo, the.. .if you look at the Details, Page 7-20, there are three of those
expansion positions.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. And the other three positions, these three you say are being
funded by General Fund?
MR. BAZ: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And the other three positions?
MR. BAZ: Hold on. They are on Page 7-15.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And also General Fund?
MR. BAZ: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for the
opportunity.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I guess most of us... well, I'll speak for myself, we're
looking.. .one of the areas that I saw the.. .a tremendous jump was in the area of equipment. you
know, considering what we had adopted last year and what you want to spend this year. You
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know what you're asking is almost three times as much as last year. Is there any cause?
Because if I recall correctly there was a report out that this County had almost, what, one vehicle
for every two employees. and I mean there was a quite a negative--and even across the
government when they came down said we had a substantial amount of vehicles for the County,
County employees to use. I'm not against using but could you explain what this all means?
MR. BAZ: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: 'Cause I know you get into the department but give me the
general overview.
MR. BAZ: Sure. Thank you for the question. Member Victorino. The.. .you'll see that, yes, we
proposed $6.5 million in equipment. They FY '10 actual spent on equipment was about
$7.7 million. So it's...the '11 was reduced due to the austere times and budget that you guys had
to deal with but because of that reduction in. in equipment expenditures for the last Fiscal Year.
the departments have had to delay replacements on certain items. And when you go through the
Details there's actually very few passenger vehicles or, or even pickup trucks that are included in
this. Most of the equipment costs are related to the larger either the trash refuse collection
vehicles, things like that, fire vehicles you'll see are quite large equipment, significant amounts.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. And the other question I have why is employee benefits
put in operations not in salary and wages? It's because most corporations and companies that
I've ever worked with that's where it all belongs and only government does something different.
Is there a rationale for that?
MR. BAZ: You know, Mr. Victorino, I've tried to decipher that being that I've been in my job here for
three months and coming from corporate and a non-profit background where it is included you
know salary and wages and fringe benefits are included as one cost there. Maybe our. our
Finance Director or some of...or others can express maybe the rationale behind that. I know as
far as management's perspective and the Administration's review of it, we are starting to look at
the details of those fringe benefit costs in actual operations of the specific departments and
divisions so that you can actually tell that this division is costing a total of this amount and the
fringe benefits aren't just included in, in the other costs.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, that would be a great breakdown I mean that way we have a
better sense of what's occurring and why, you know, and how these affect the overall operations
of, you know, in the future what we need to be putting our people to work in what divisions and
all these kinds of stuff, yeah.
MR. BAZ: Correct.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, no, no, I appreciate that. Thank you. And. Mr. Chair, I'll
allow other Members to ask questions. Thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. So. Mr. Baz, as we go through the different departments then the
fringe benefits for those employees within the department is not in the department's proposal?
MR. BAZ: Yes. Mr. Chair, the fringe benefits, and this will be described when we go through the
Countywide Costs in the Department of Finance proposed Budget here this afternoon.
Our.. other than Special Fund.. funded positions, those Special Fund funded positions have a
interfund transfer of other special costs from the Water, for example. into the Countywide Cost
to cover their fringe benefits. But General Fund those are covered specifically in the, in the
Countywide Costs, which will be described here shortly.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. So. it's segregated by department? It's not a lump sum
number that we going be taking a look?
MR. BAZ: It is considered a lump sum. That's how it's been expressed in the past and continues to be
expressed. If, if, if the Council...well, I defer to the Finance Director, but if the Council wishes
to see it in a different way, we can discuss having it proposed in a different way.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Easy to do?
MR. BAZ: No, not necessarily.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Should be.
MR. BAZ: Well, we'll.. .we can discuss that.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you. Chair. One of the questions I had was on the...one of the
pie charts that shows the fringe benefits at 69 million and, and a percentage of 48 percent
compared to salaries and wages. The Finance Director sent us a breakdown of the fringe benefit
costs that showed the fringe benefits at I believe about 74 percent of salaries and wages. Is there
something that's included in his 74 percent that's not included in the number that you shared
with us earlier?
MR. BAZ: Yeah, that's quite possible. The Finance Department is the one that handles all fringe
benefits and what we categorize as fringe benefits for my presentation might be a little different
than what they've categorized for fringe benefits.
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. So it may not include ERS or...?
MR. BAZ: I'm not sure of the discrepancy but things like that are possible.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. Then I'm assuming we'll hear this afternoon whether the
Post-Employment costs are included in the fringe benefit calculation or are put somewhere else?
MR. BAZ: Right. As we go through the Countywide Costs you'll see there the Post-Employment
Obligation Fund transfers as well as transfers for ERS and EUTF, and. and FICA, and all those
other costs.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. And, Mr. Chair, I would, I would support your request for the,
the -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Breakdown?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --all the, well, all of the employment costs to be put together because in,
in most businesses if some costs are going up faster than anticipated whether it's ERS costs or
health care or wages then we try to hold other elements of it down. So, I'd like to see what the
full cost is. And it would be very helpful to have it by department so that we could, we could get
a sense of, of the overall cost.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. I agree.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, let, let me know if you think I'm straying. but I want to ask some
general questions regarding their approach to debt so that I can appreciate how they then arrived
at their revenue forecast, please. Thank you, So, Mr, Baz, in your narrative you mentioned that
you folks looking at a projected debt ratio of 9.5 percent to General Fund expenditures. We
know what we shouldn't go above. We know what the Statute states, and for people like me,
you know, in the late '90s. the early 2000s we went, you know, we tried to target 7 percent debt
ratio. So what is the philosophy over your Administration's efforts to move it to 9.5 and why is
that a reasonable number for us to consider?
MR. BAZ: Yeah. Thank you. Mr. Chair. Councilmember Hokama, the.. .from my understanding, the
projected--or excuse me--the, the limit of debt is 12 percent of General Fund expenditures. We
have proposed 9.5 percent. The Finance Director can discuss in detail, you know, the, the debt,
current debt and what makes up that as well as the, the proposed debt costs,
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So why, no, I want to know why the philosophy is that it's okay to go to a
debt ratio of 9.5 percent? I know what you, I know what you saying but that's not answering my
question, please.
MR. BAZ: This is based on the proposed projects for Fiscal Year '12. The.. .what really skews this
proposed Budget is the Kihei Police Station. The proposed funding for that is a USDA loan. For
the Fiscal Year '10 and Fiscal Year '11. the money had been appropriated for that project out of
Bond Funds. Those Bonds were never realized and we didn't go forward with the project in
Fiscal Year '10 or '11. We are proposing to go...forward with the project in Fiscal Year '12 so
that is why that single expenditure is skewing our debt for this current year,
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, But for the long term forecast and the long-term fiscal health of the
County, you cannot just look at the one-year and the skewing of, of various factors. For the
long-term philosophy why are we raising the debt ratio especially in this kind time? We know
what took this country down the toilet and was over borrowing and now you telling us out of
your proposed $171 million CIP almost $108 million is borrowed money.
MR. BAZ: Mr, Hokama, that's correct. This is what we've proposed to the Council in projects. This is
how we've proposed to fund those projects. And so this is the Administration, if you want to ask
what our policy is and what we've set, it's based on the projects we've proposed for this Fiscal
Year.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So saying that what is your then, your, your philosophy that you approached
for the Fiscal Year '13 budget on CIP? The same amount of debt load?
MR. BAZ: No.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: What is the -MR. BAZ: This Kihei Police Station„
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --intent to finish the term?
MR. BAZ: I'm sorry. So, yes, the Kihei Police Station is a $40 million ...or $37 million is what the
projected cost is, we've asked for 40 million just as a.. .for cost overruns or contingencies. But
the.. .it's a one-time project. It's not something that we're going to be coming in asking you to
build another police station in, in another community the following year. And we do propose in
FY '13 to have a significantly reduced debt service requirement.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: You know I'm, I'm concerned, Chairman, you know we've, we've heard a
lot of initiatives that, and again, you know, I don't necessarily agree completely with the Mayor
on this glitch in the budgeting. I think the Council in the past has always been conservative in its
approach and that is one of the reasons when you look at what was accomplished in the last
two-plus years, two-three years. in these bad times we got a bond upgrade. bond rating upgrade.
And that was because of calculations in how to approach money discipline, you know. You
know a glitch is something you don't anticipate. I, I, you know, the Council I believe from the
late '90s when I sat on this body, we consciously made efforts on how to protect the cash flow to
get this type of opportunities because if we don't we're going to pay extra on the interest to make
up the AAA ratings.
And so, for me to think this is just a whimsical glitch in the big picture to generate this kind
money, it's hard for me to believe that the Council wasn't aware of its conscious efforts to
prepare the County to come through these difficult times with cash in-hand. And so it disturbs
me because this, this so-called cash in-hand. and I went through this with Mayor Lingle, a lot of
cash every year she showed Carryover/Savings but we borrowed the hell out of our credit card
and we had bad debt ratios. It took us a long time to get it squared away and for us to get back
the confidence from the rating agencies to where the County is today. So, for me, you know, this
issue of how this bond borrowing philosophy is, is disturbing to me because I don't how we're
going to maintain it down the road. And we're doing one 20 something percent jump this year,
how sustainable is that for next year already? You know it would be great for us to do this and
next year what we go back furloughs or we going reduce CIP 'cause now we found out we
cannot pay the debt load. And yet we already have primary obligations by Charter we're, we're
required to pay first, and that's our debt and that's our requirements of retirement, health. and
OPER.
So, I'm concerned. Chairman, you know, I, I not too sure how we're going to sustain this and we
have yet to see things in this Budget that helps place the County forward because it has to be
unrestricted General Fund balances. That is what the rating agency is going to look for.
unrestricted General Fund balances. And to place it in departments that will have a
specific. . . (inaudible). .1 don't know if we're going to call that unrestricted funds available. So
I think we're going to have to rewrite a lot of portions of this proposal, Chairman. I'm done for
this round, Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. You know as a Council Member going to the bond
rating companies you're exactly right. What they look at is our ability to pay back those debts.
So, yeah. I think it's going to be a lot of discussion as we go through this process. Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And, you know, the, the Administration proposing this
project for Fiscal Year '12 is based on the Council for Fiscal Year '10 and Fiscal Year '11
authorizing that debt to begin with. And so in looking at the total debt of the County, those,
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those appropriations were, you know, somehow considered in the last two years. So what we're
doing is basically just saying that that wasn't borrowed for two years, now we're asking to
borrow it in this Fiscal Year. And that's the approach that we've, we've done for this specific
project and this funding request. Thank you -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
MR. BAZ: --for the opportunity.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, so the current debt is $272.6 million?
MR. BAZ: I believe that's correct, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Couch?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, can you repeat the number that that you believe to be a long-term
debt total?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: 272.6 million.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Which is different from what is in the book.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Maybe we can have that thing clarified. And I think in the book it shows...
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: 276.4 mil.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. And gives us some information in regards to the timeframe that these
debts should be paid off.
MR. BAZ: Correct.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And when we went to the Bond Counsel last year we were looking, you know,
between 20-25 years I think what we presented to the Bond Counsel that our debt on that
borrowing should be paid off. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Chair. Mr. Baz, just for my clarification, what is on your
proposed Operating Budget Slide No. 9, inside special operation costs, administrative overhead
charge?
MR. BAZ: These would be costs that we charge to Special Revenue Funds. Water and the like. for
Finance Department costs as, you know, other things of basic, you know, admin. costs that
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we...and I believe, and correct me if I'm wrong when the Finance Department comes down, but
it also includes the accrued vacation and, and sick leave. But the Finance Department can
correct me if that's incorrect.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So that's stuff you're transferring out of the Special Funds into the
General Fund?
MR. BAZ: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And thank you. Mr. Baz, for your presentation.
And I don't want to go into details about all the different departments but on the.. .Page 25,
Capital Program Budget. just I learned a little bit more about lapsed things and, and what have
you but the unencumbered or unexpected capital improvements, the abandoned part. is deemed
abandoned six months after the close of the fiscal year. Then does that just go back into the
General Fund for the following, those appropriations?
MR. BAZ: Correct. Any unencumbered monies for capital or operations after it's not available to be
expended which would be again for capital. you know. 18 months, would come back into
the...well. the appropriation expires. If it was Bond Funded, we wouldn't have gone out for that
Bond. And so. you know, we, we wouldn't be realizing that debt. If it was General Fund funded
it would come back into the General Fund. If it was Special Fund, you know, Water Fund it
would go back into that Water Fund as Carryover/Savings.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. I just wanted clarification on that. Thank you. That's all,
Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Thank you very much, Chair. Mr. Baz, just a couple of quick
questions, very easy to answer. On Page 22 of your presentation, you gave us some corrections
and I'm sorry but I couldn't write fast enough to scratch the old ones and put in the new ones.
Could you repeat those, those, those amounts?
MR. BAZ: Sure. Give me one second here. Okay. So for the corrected Operations dollar amount is
$214.447.483 at 33.9 percent. The corrected Employee Benefits section is $69,738,534 for
11 percent. The Debt Service is $39,517,670 at 6.3 percent. Those were the three corrections on
that page.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much. Sometimes you wish you could do shorthand but
cannot. Just one more quick question and that was on the next page, which is 23 on the table in
regards to personnel.
MR. BAZ: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: We're going to have 14 new personnel according to what I understand.
MR. BAZ: Fourteen in the General Fund.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Right.
MR. BAZ: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Right, in the General Fund. Okay. That increase that we see there. one
of the things you mentioned was that that might be affected by furloughs, the increase in the cost.
MR. BAZ: The, the employee count is not changing because of the furlough...
COLTNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, no, no. I'm sorry. The amount of money.
MR. BAZ: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: The amount of money is going up.
MR. BAZ: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And one of the reasons you mentioned about was furloughs.
MR. BAZ: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Your predecessor when we were doing last year's Budget used a figure,
and it may be accurate and maybe it's not accurate because who knows it was. (inaudible). .
something the County was trying to do, mentioned that furlough days cost us $3 million. I'm
just trying to figure you know how much of that increase is really furloughs and what else is it.
MR. BAZ: Right. From my understanding, you're correct, in the divisions that had furloughs affecting
them it was somewhere around 4.6 percent. I don't remember the exact dollar amount but I can
look that up for you and get back to you.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. Just when you have time because it doesn't take up the entire
amount so there's something else in there and we don't know what it is.
MR. BAZ: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, I, I understand that some of you want to attend the
Chambers' Conference this lunch time from 12:00 to 1:30. So the Chair is going to ask some
questions and then we'll see as far as the time goes. Quick question. Mr. Baz. on your General
Fund pie chart you show a Carryover/Savings of $56,277.000. And if you could provide us with
a breakdown where that $56,277,000 are located or came from? Right now it's just lumped up
into General Fund. And...
MR. BAZ: Okay. Mr. Chair. the 56 million is General Fund Carryover/Savings. There are other
Carryover/Savings in the Special Funds. . . (inaudible). . allocated.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. I saw that. Yeah but...
MR. BAZ: So, actually. the Finance Director has prepared a detailed presentation -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay.
MR. BAZ: --of the Carryover/Savings -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, good.
MR. BAZ: --and the breakdown of, of how it accumulated into this amount.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. And then the other question that I had is in regards to
personnel summary. Your request for an increase in, in the General Fund Special Revenue
Funds as well as Enterprise Funds, you know. the Mayor talked about an attrition program. How
can we work the Attrition Program and the request that is being made by the Administration to
add more personnel? See what I'm looking at is a zero effect. You know you have one retiree
and, and you redirect that to whatever vacancies that or whatever position you want to add.
MR. BAZ: Yeah. Thank you. Mr. Chair. I think I understand your, your concern and your direction
and other Council Members have mentioned that to me as well. The furlough as mentioned by
the Mayor only went--excuse
me not the furlough--misstep, the attrition policy only went into
1st,
We have had some departments start to identify individuals, individual
effect on April
positions that they may not fill. They are still developing their, their schedule of reorganization
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so that a position may have to be reclassified to fill, you know, an area that needs it whereas to
remove that EP count from an area that doesn't need it. And unfortunately for this proposed
Budget there is... it is very difficult to come up with a net zero in proposed EP counts, in
personnel counts. because it just went into effect on March 1 st . For next year's Budget, you
know, we are projecting to show you a significant decrease in the positions that are available for,
for operations of the County and, and that's.. .would be due to the attrition policy. But for this
current Budget I mean I can_ we can meet with the departments and try to see if they've
identified a couple here or there so that we can start to work on that but in general you're not
going to see that reduction in positions or EPs at this point.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Because we finalize the Budget sometime in May, if you could provide us
with, you know, periodic updates in regards to the number of personnel that are retiring or just
leaving the County so that we can basically try to utilize those vacancies as we go through the
Budget process.
MR. BAZ: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Chair. We'll be meeting as a team, you know, Mayor, Managing
Director, and myself „.and others on a regular basis to go over the positions that will be, you
know, retiring, you know, people have vacancies and_ and the requests from the departments to
appeal the attrition policy so we can be updating you as well.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine. Members. the Chair is going to call for our lunch recess so some
of you can attend that Chambers' Conference and then we'll reconvene at 1:30. Time is short to
cover the Budget as well as the Finance Department. Mr. Hokama, short question.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. I'm hoping Admin. would be open to Members' recommendations
on cuts in divisions and other programs.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. As, as we go through the process.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Okay. Fine. So the Budget and Finance Committee meeting is in
recess until 1:30. . .(gavel).
RECESS:

11:50 a.m.

RECONVENE:

1:34 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:
.(gavel). . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is now
reconvened. Thank you_ Members_ for coming back early. When we met this morning, we had
Mr. Baz answering questions in regards to his overview. If there is any burning question that
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need to asked at this time of Mr. Baz, allow that. But if you do have any other questions that
in regards to his presentation if you can put it in writing, provide it to Staff so that we can get
some responses on a timely manner. So, Members, any more questions for Mr. Baz?
Chairman Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Chair. And, Mr. Baz, thank you very much. I. I
actually found what I was looking for so I really never went nowhere with the first question.
MR. BAZ: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: You indicated that that particular department we're talking about had
six new positions.
MR. BAZ: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah. Those are positions under General Fund.
MR. BAZ: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: There are also six additional positions under Grant Revenues. So how
many, how many positions are we actually looking at?
MR. BAZ: Mister.. .Council Chair, let me refer to my documents and I'll get...
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. While you're looking at that. Mr. Baz, should we lose the Grant Funds
or, or suddenly don't get grant funding, what would happen to those positions?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Correct.
MR. BAZ: From my understanding, a grant funded position is a generally Limited Term Appointment
and. and Fire might be different and refer to that. but if there's no funding available to. to pay
for that then they would be. they would be dissolved. I mean those positions would no longer be
available to, to be filled and those people would lose their jobs.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: So right now the County has over 100 employees all under Grant
Revenue Funded. So the... they're not Civil Servants?
MR. BAZ: I would have to double check on that. If...I think some are and some are not and what the
restrictions are to that, and maybe Corporation Counsel would have a better idea as far as
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grant-funded positions and what to do if we lose those funds. Yes, and you're right a good
example is the Housing Division in Department of Housing and Human Concerns has a lot of
people under the Section 8 program that are grant funded.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah.
MR. BAZ: And if for some reason that...
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: My worry was because you know like the six positions. additional
positions we're looking at is, you know, priority positions because this is health and safety,
right? So my concern is that we're hiring six additional. I don't know if they're going to last
only as long as the grant lasts or at what point do they become Civil Servants and our
responsibility?
MR. BAZ: These six positions in particular are proposed as Limited Term Appointments. So they, they
wouldn't be permanent positions.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I think we had the discussion some time last year where...the
request from the Fire Department was exactly that, and, and in the hopes that the Haiku Fire
Station would have been completed by then and these folks would be transitioning to man the
Haiku Fire Station. But I guess when they come for their review we can question them. But
also, Mr. Baz, if you could take a look at the number of employees that were hired through
grants because I understand that some of the people that had been here for over 20 years
somehow got, got to be Civil Servant employees. So, you know, I think it's an. if it's going to be
an issue should we have any reduction in force, how do we implement that, so, you know, for
your, you know, review in regards to grants' positions.
MR. BAZ: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chair and Council Chair, we'll look into that.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I asked a question yesterday about the
136...136 million CIP which at the bottom of the annual statement is stated as
encumbered/Carryover and you were going to check with the Finance Director to find out why
Carryover, the term "Carryover" was there. Your feeling was that it was all encumbered, but my
question is, is it all encumbered or is it partially encumbered and partially Carryover?
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MR. BAZ: Councilmember White, you're referring to the Finance Director's quarterly report in the -COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No, the CIP.
MR. BAZ: --the CIP section.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Right.
MR. BAZ: In the IFAS Report it states that there's.. .well. there's one column in there that expresses
unencumbered, no excuse me. encumbered or Carryover -COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Encumbered and slash Carryover.
MR. BAZ: --and its the prior column. I haven't had an opportunity to discuss that with the Finance
Director.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. If you could just follow up with him maybe after, after today's
meeting or at some point.
MR. BAZ: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: The other question that I have is that the numbers for the Carryover that
I've seen for 2010 amount to.. .1 saw it...somebody stated 109 and I saw 107. 107 million. And
looking at the financials for this fiscal year as of February 28 11) , if you take the, the spending
pattern that we have through eight months and project that same spending pattern out, it, it shows
about a $21 million savings or a carryover. And you had mentioned that you don't anticipate any
Carryover for this Fiscal Year. Is that still your...
MR. BAZ: The current fiscal year appropriations included estimated revenue of Carryover/Savings of
approximately $27 million. So we included, if you include that and, and various calculations, in
general the operations from this current fiscal year are pretty flat, excuse me, a pretty balanced
Budget and we don't anticipate significant operations Carryover/Savings from unexpended funds
this current year.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. I guess what I'm having a hard time reconciling is that we're at
109 or 107 at the end of 2010 and then in, in the 2012 Budget we're starting off with a
Carryover/Savings of 79 million. What happened to that -MR. BAZ: Basically, what, what happens is that -COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --that 30 million?
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MR. BAZ: --it's not recognized. The, the Budget is not.. Fiscal Year '11 Budget didn't include, or they
had only included 27 million of that 109 million of.. of 2010's Carryover/Savings. So that
balance is unrecognized until this point. Now we're expressing it to you or recognizing it and
expressing it to you what the Carryover/Savings really is.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Well. I better, I better get.. .get something I can understand after, after
the meeting.
MR. BAZ: Yeah. The Finance Director's presentation hopefully will answer some of your -COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Oh, that's right. I'm sorry.
MR. BAZ: --your questions.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I forgot he was going to do the Carryover/Savings later.
MR. BAZ: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Members, I'm going to move on and if you have more questions in
regards to the Budget Director that you put it in writing. Chair would appreciate that. Okay.
Members, joining the Committee this afternoon is Danny Agsalog, our Director of Finance.
He's going to present us with a PowerPoint in regards to revenues for Fiscal Year 2012. So at
this time the Chair will call for a short recess to bring the screen down. Recess. . . . (gavel). . .
RECESS:

1:42 p.m.

RECONVENE:

1:43 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:
.(gavel). .
The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is now
reconvened. At this time, I'd like to have Mr. Agsalog do his presentation through PowerPoint
on the revenues for Fiscal Year 2012. Mr. Agsalog?
REVENUE
MR. AGSALOG: (PowerPoint Presentation) Thank you, Mr. Chair. I appreciate the opportunity to
review with you the revenues for the Fiscal Year 2012 for our proposed Budget.
NOTE: Pause
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MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, as it was mentioned earlier with the Budget Director our estimated
revenue is $632 million for the County of Maui. The distribution, Mr. Chair, for the.. .all the
sources of revenue as we have always been the Real Property Tax it's equate to 210.2 million.
It's... excuse my rounding. Mr. Chair, it might not add up to exact number but I have the exact
numbers if you need them but I rounded them up. The Real Property Tax_ Mr. Chair_ contributes
about 33.2 percent of the total revenue. The next, Mr. Chair, is the charges for current services
and I will go through them one by one in the next slides. It's contributing 108.6 million and that
translate to 17.2 percent of our revenue. Transient Accommodation Tax is 17.5 million, very
similar to last year and that's 2.8 percent. Public Service Company Tax is 6 million and that's
.9 percent. License. Permit. and Others that's 25.3 million or 4 percent. Fuel and Franchise Tax
is 17.6 million or 2.8 percent. Special Assessments_ these are the parks, water, or sewer. it's
10.7 million or 1.7 percent. Other Intergovernmental this is 68.7 million or 10.9 percent. The
Bonds is 44.1 million or 7 percent of the revenue. Carryover/Savings is 79.5 million or
12 percent--12.6 percent. Interfund transfer is 43.9 a total of 632 million, Mr. Chair.
I' m going to go through all the sources: the Real Property Tax is as you know based on the Maui
County Code_ and it's.. .with the assessed value, with the classification and tax rates, and I will
be showing that a little bit later on. The FY '12 total assessed value it's about $32.2 billion. It's
based on the market conditions as of June 30, 2010 or before that. The revenue is currently
estimated at.. .for that particular 32.2 billion is 211.5 million, minus the Circuit Breaker would
be that's right now.. .the Circuit Breaker Program is 1.3 million and we have the proposed
revenue at 210-point, right on .2. And it's about 1.7 lower than the budgeted fiscal year that we
have right now. Certification will be due too on April 19 because Appeals still open until April
11 th , Mr. Chair.
Here are the proposed rates for Fiscal Year '12. On the right-hand side of the slide, Residential
is $5.55. Apartments $5.75 per thousand, and Commercial 6.45, Industrial 7.25, Agriculture
8.8.. .correction, 5.8; Conservation $5.60, Hotel/Resort that's $9.35, and Timeshare $19.60,
Commercial/Residential that's new, it's $4.20, and Homeowners we stayed at $2,50, and
Unimproved Residential has been eliminated, Mr. Chair. These rates provide revenue neutral to
all the classifications except. except for Homeowners. So the Homeowners, most of the
homeowners probably will be paying Minimum Tax.
This is the assessment. Mr. Chair, as it relates to the proposed 210.2 million revenue that we're
recognizing. We have a total of 32.3 billion assessment and just a simple average of all our tax
rates is $7.21. And again I mentioned earlier the 211.5 is without the Circuit Breaker. Charges
for Current Services, Mr. Chair, the, the total will be 108.6 million and they come from the
General Funds, the general.. or and safety, and recreation. General are.. .some are documents
that we provide to the public, some is licenses for safety and recreation, some are the rental for
the rec. centers. Golf Fund we're estimating 800,000 revenue, Highway Fund for bus fare is
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No objections.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No objections.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. The.. .this morning, the Committee is honored to have our Mayor,
Mayor Alan Arakawa with us. he will provide us with that overview on his proposal. Following
his presentation to the Committee, the Members will have an opportunity to ask questions of the
Mayor. At this time, I'd like to call upon our Mayor. Mayor Arakawa, good morning.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: Good morning, Committee Chair Pontanilla. Good morning, Council
Members.
COLTNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Good morning.
COLTNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Good morning.
MAYOR ARAKAWA: My condolences and congratulations. My condolences because I've been
sitting in those chairs many, many years and I understand just how long the Budget process is
and how trying it can be. There are a couple of things that I wanted to point out in this year's
Budget for all of you to consider and look at. First of all. I want you to understand that we took
office about two and a half months ago--almost three months now--and we immediately started
to prepare the Budget. Some of the things that we looked at, we're looking at what was proposed
in the prior Administration and many of those projects we're trying to follow through on and
they're in this year's Budget; the Kihei Police Station for instance.
There are a lot of others areas that we are trying to add on and to be able to try and adjust
because opportunities have availed themselves to us to be able to do that. There's a 242-acre
parcel that we're looking at in the Waiko-Waiale area for a park acquisition that A&B has made
available if we want to acquire it at a cost of about $4 million. So that is there for you to
consider as well. In looking at this year's Budget, I'd like to also caution you because the
Carryover/Savings. I know that there was some questions about the Carryover/Savings is
exceedingly high. And I would like to point out that is not one year's Carryover/Savings; that is
actually two years' Carryover/Savings, which is why it seems to be exceedingly high. It's just
that we're recognizing a lot of what was not recognized last year.
But in reality, when we look at all of the income and looking at our expenditures, we're about a
million dollar to the deficit if we're just considering this year without the additional Carryover.
So, the income versus the expenditures that, that would be something to consider. A major issue
that we all w ill have to deal with for quite some time and indeed long after we're out of these
positions, I believe this community is going to be dealing with that, and that is the State
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Bonds/Lapsed Bonds, again, we recognizing new bonds, asked.. .that we requesting to be
authorized to.. .for appropriation, and the Lapsed Bonds those are the bonds that, bond proceeds
that we have now, will no longer be using and we are appropriating it at this time a total of
44.1 million. Mr. Chair.
Carryover/Savings, seems like there's a lot of interest in this. The Carryover/Savings has been
talked about it. We have about 79.5 million and I'm using the General Fund as an example for
this. The 2000 [sic] CAFR. Mr. Chair, recognize 68 million Carryover/Savings from the year,
Fiscal Year 2010. So, we used that as a beginning balance. So, for.. .minus the Budget
amendments that we certified when we came for Budget amendments and I think right now we
have about 1.1 million that I have certified since I came in and proposing to be added to the
Fiscal Year '11 Budget. And then minus the Carryover/Savings that they used in...appropriated
in the Fiscal Year '11, the one that we have now. And then we are...
NOTE: Pause
MR. AGSALOG: The second line, Mr. Chair, is the estimation of the excess in revenue for Fiscal Year
2011 and we are looking at 1.2. If I'm not mistaken that's.. about 300 of that is from the
shortage in the Golf Funds. 300,000 of it. And we are looking at...because of the estimated
revenue and
th we will not have that much excess in the.. .at the end of the Fiscal Year 2011 which
is June 30 . So we're not recognizing any excess for the Fiscal Year 2011. So we minus all
those, Mr. Chair, we are now recognizing 56.3 million for the Fiscal Year - 12 Budget.
This is how it look like, Mr. Chair, with the contribution of the real...all the revenue services and
categories. Again Real Property Tax showing the biggest Carryover/Savings, and charges for
current services is 17 percent and Carryover/Savings is about, I think it's 12 percent.
Historical data in comparison to prior years. between Fiscal Year 2011 and '12 there is a.. .it's
showing 3.8 million lower or 1.7 revenue that we are recognizing. Charge of current services
that's 106 for Fiscal Year '11 versus 108.6 million that's attributed to the rates for the water,
water increase. Timeshare Accommodation Tax is the same, there's no change, and Public
Service Taxes those are due to the low estimate that we looking, looking at for the public service
company like MECo and GasCo. License and permit, it's about .3 million lower, Fuel and
Franchise Tax it's .7 million lower, Special Assessment these are.. .we're recognizing
10.7 million so it's about 4.2 million, a little bit more than last year. Intergovernmental Transfer
that's again the big part of that is the $40 million USDA loan. General Obligation Bonds even
with the Lapsed Bonds we're only about .9 million smaller than last year. Carryover/Savings,
Mr. Chair, is 79.9 or 52.3 million more than we had recognized last year. Inter-fund Transfer,
this is a little bit more this year because of anticipation of the ERS and the OPEB so we have
about 107.8 million more than last year.
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positions it takes roughly two months to a year to get another employee there. And in that time,
people are temporarily assigned, they move in. they fill the gaps. And what, what occurs is the
area that it is the least necessary becomes vacant which.. .and the departments themselves get to
choose where that is. So we're not micromanaging each department. We're allowing the
department through the natural process. and this has been going on for years. to be able to select
where that is, and then we're just not filling that particular position.
Now, this is not my program alone. This is something that Governor George Ariyoshi or the
former Governor George Ariyoshi came up with and talked to me about and I'm very grateful for
his suggestion. He implemented it Statewide. so I'm very certain that it will work. It has many
advantages that just cutting positions do not have. One is that it circumvents almost all of the
union challenges. We're not cutting live positions so we don't have the rifting ability where one,
an employee who's being taken away—his position being taken away—can bump and replace
another who has less seniority. None of this occurs because we're taking a vacant position that
people voluntarily vacated for some reason or other. And we're not restructuring each of the
departments so I don't have to go through a restructuring process every time we do this because
it's voluntary within the departments. This is a natural attrition program. Okay.
During the course of the year, we expect that roughly about 7 percent of our employees,
employee base, will leave and their position would not be filled. Now, there, there are
opportunities within this system to allow the departments to petition if a particular area does not
have adequate staffing. For instance, if there are only two people that can do a job and they need
both of 'em to do the job. they can petition us and we can consider whether or not to fill the
positions or not. So, there. there are some safeguards built into this process that allows us not to
hurt the departments, which is why instead of 10 percent which would be what the attrition rate
is we're down about 7 percent. Also, Police and Fire, we have to.. .give them special
consideration 'cause we have shortages in some of these areas and their.. .the skills, the skill
levels that we need attain are above the costs to create a highly skilled position like this is very
expensive. So we want to retain those positions. So, anyhow we're working with this attrition
policy. If you look at 7 percent we have roughly about 2,500 employees, so you're looking at a
reduction of about 150 plus or minus over the course of the year.
Okay. We are trying to create some changes within the departments. So, one of the big
challenges that I've had in the past, sitting as a Council Member, is that a lot of the construction,
the major construction projects, we had a lot of cost overrides, a lot of change orders and we
always used to question why all these change orders, why all these cost overrides. Well, the
reality is that we have a lot of non-professionals managing and designing our major
infrastructure. We have police officers in charge of.. .you know, police officers are trained to be
out in the field being police officers, managing a police station and trying to put it together. We
have fire fighters trying to put together the design of a fire station. That doesn't work very well,
and then the project management of that doesn't work very well either. And lots of times we
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MR. AGSALOG: Twill defer to Mr. Baz. I'm not sure about the.. .this whole company if they paying.
MR. BAZ: Member Cochran, from our understanding the bio-diesel is exempted from the
Fuel...County Fuel Tax at this point. It would be something to consider if you're interested but
at this point it's exempted from the Fuel Tax.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you. And then I'm looking at Public Service
Company Tax slide, the 8 million down to 6 million, just curios why that is?
MR. BAZ: Member Cochran, again that's based on actual information that we received for the first six
months of Fiscal Year '11, and basing that on what they're projecting for Fiscal Year...the end
of calendar year '11 and into '12. So, it's from the company itself, the electric company.
COLTNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: 'Cause I think utility bills have been going up and up.
MR. BAZ: Their fuel cost adjustments have been going up and up but usage is down.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. And then looking at the Bonds/Lapsed Bonds section, the
5.5 million was stated it's being appropriated now? Am 1...sorry.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, you can go ahead and ask that question and

just continue on.

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Sorry. Oh. sorry. Just one question. Appropriating now is
there going to be a breakdown in the future on where it's being appropriated to... the Lapsed
Bonds?
MR. BAZ: Yeah. In the expenditures of this capital program, you'll see a breakdown of the projects
and their funding source, and the funding source is listed as Lapsed Bonds.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you. Sorry, Chair, I didn't know.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, no that's okay. Members. I forgot to remind you guys in the Program
Budget starting on Page 2-17 is the revenue side of the Program Budget. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. Mr. Agsalog or Mr. Baz, can, can either one of you
explain a little bit more and I don't know how much detail Chair. the Chair will allow, what the
intergovernmental.. .why the intergovernmental was so, so much this time? This is on Page 21
of your.. .and, and what.. .can you give us a quick overview for the rookies here?
MR. AGSALOG: Mister...
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: How you come up with that number?
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, the intergovernmental loan is usually a loan from the State. And the
Department of Environmental Management they use SRF as a funding source for their projects,
and they have been using that because it's a State program that is supposed to lend us money a
lot lower than the current bond rates. The big item which is the 40 million USDA loan was in
my desk when I.. .the, the document.. .and I brought it to the, the Budget Director's Office
because it's available for us to fund projects such as the police station. And I think they have
discussion with that, with prior Administration also. So, now we are looking into that and we are
proposing to take that as a funding source for the police station in Kihei. The rest of 'em. the
small amounts that's included they are for Department of Water Supply, which is for the
drinking water, and for the Environmental Services, Mr. Chair, is for the clean water source.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: He said something that I would like to ask a follow up if I...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thanks. You said that the interest rate is supposed to be cheaper. Is
that happening now or...because I understand there's some question as to whether a bond is
cheaper now or the transfer rate is cheaper.
MR. AGSALOG: Yes, Mr. Chair. it's according to, to HRS that the.. .they have to loan it at or below
the current market rate of the bonds. It's, it's a State law.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Agsalog. In regards to the Kihei Fire Station, I know that the
I guess Budget Ordinance indicate $37 million USDA Rural Development Loan and somehow
you know 40 million always comes up, yeah, which is the true number?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair. I'll take that question. The $40 million in the Capital Program Budget is for what
we're calculating and estimating the project to be including contingencies. We are requesting
from the USDA or it has been requested from the USDA by the prior Administration and we're
continuing the pursuit of that. a $37 million loan, but in that loan it does allow for contingencies
to exceed that loan amount. But we understand that the bill that we've sent up for your approval
is for a $37 million loan. If it would exceed that and we look at projecting it exceeding that then
we would come back to you for an amendment to that ordinance so that we could increase that
up to the $40 million amount without have to go back and amend the actual capital program
itself. That's kind of where we're looking at. This loan just for you information is similar to a
credit line. It's not where we're going to get the $37 million all at once. We would only get, you
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know, as we pay for the construction of the activities then we would get paid back from the US
government on this loan.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Pay as you go. The interest rate on the loan I understand is higher than the
bond rate.
MR. BAZ: The current interest rate, the interest rate on USDA loans is set forth by the Federal
government and it is adjusted I think semi-annually and the current rate that they're proposing is
a 4 percent rate.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And what is the bond rate at this time?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, the question came up during prior Budget Finance Committee meetings and...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Two percent?
MR. BAZ: It was„.there was some adjustments in the prior bond sale because of the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act that reduced the percentages. But Mr. Agsalog might have an
approximate item. Also, to, to consider is the current rates are what we went out to bond for sale
just a few months ago. We would not be going out to bond for approximately one and a half
more years so we are not projecting on, you know, guessing at interest rates a year and a half
from now. We'd have to, to look at those interest rates as being significantly different than what
we got a few months ago.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So the current is?
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, the last that we have it's between .37 percent to a high of 5 percent from
last time. It's, it depends on the series that we have.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: But AAA points is AAA points. Chairman, and we always go for the high
on the difference of our current bond rating at the time of borrowing. So, you know, that kind of
range is I would say it's not a good range for this Committee to deal with this afternoon. I get
two areas of concern. gentlemen. And one is first if you can explain to the Committee, how did
you analyze and come up with the proposed $4.20 rate per thousand for Commercialized
Residential. please.
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, I'll allow our RPT Administrator to...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, Mr. Hokama, can you reference the page number?
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, if you want to look at the Director's colored presentation it's Page,
Page 5.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
MR. TERUYA: Mr. Hokama, I believe your question is how did we come up to the Commercialized
Residential rate. Is that the question?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes. please. Mr. Teruya.
MR. TERUYA: Okay. The Commercialized Residential classification was, was part of the
Fiscal Year '11's Budget and at that time the Council deliberated at 4.20. It wasn't the
recommendation of the division or the Administration. It came out of the body of the Council.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Which is different from what we had talked.. .earlier from those
testifying that had no clue or about the history of timeshare. Because if they look back at 2005
or earlier for those of us that were around, I believe the recommended rate by the Department
after an analysis was $21 per thousand. Okay. So it's interesting that they complaining about 14
to 19 when in 2005 there was a recommendation. $21. So, you know, I'm kind of disturbed that
people just choose to look at certain points in time to deal with facts and not the whole historical
perspective to understand how we got to this point now.
The other, the other concern I have and if I'm sure you folks have been keeping up with the
Legislature like we have 'cause of, is of our great concern, is I've been told because of Maui's
so-called positioning we may have up to zero dollars from TAT from the Senate and the House
because of our so-called financial position. So what would be Finance Director or Budget
Director's recommendation on how to deal with 18 to $20 million less revenue in cash?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, Mr. Hokama, the Budget Office when we were producing our Budget took into
consideration that. And I believe one of the reasons why the Charter Amendment passed for the
Council to have longer time to deliberate on the Budget. ten more days to deliberate on the
Budget. was specifically for the reality that the County is subject to decisions made by the State
that we don't have any control over. And what we're going on and what we produced this
Budget on was based on information that we had up to, to the time and statements by Legislators
about the amount of TAT that we would get and the, the ways that the State is dealing with that
Carryover...the...excuse me. the Transient Accommodation Tax. We have discussed and we
can prepare for you if it does come about that they reduce the TAT recommendations to reduce
the Budget in certain areas based on that information.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And I'm happy to hear that, Mr. Baz. I think the sooner you send it down
the better it is for this Committee because I expect the Legislature to take drastic actions against
this County. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. In regards to the TAT, both myself and
Chairman Mateo had gone to Oahu to specifically talk to the House Finance Committee, Finance
Committee Chairman as well as the Senate in regards to the TAT, only to find out that comments
were made that, you know, made, made us look like fools out there. So I just want to pass that
comment to you. Here we are lobbying to save the TAT and, and comments being made by this
Administration, you know, just I guess put us on the backburner. So I, I just want to pass that
comment to you. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I love interesting news. First of all. you know. I wanted to make a
correction, Mr. Finance Director, you showed in the Commercial Residential nothing from last
year, and yet last year we passed the $4 rate. It was in there. a $4 rate in 2011...2010-2011, we
came up with a $4 rate. And it also shows right here in there your certified thing. So I just
wanted to show that you had nothing here in your one, in yours, and yet we did pass the $4. not
4.20. It was $4, right. Mr. Pontanilla?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Some of us who were here. Okay. Small corrections but I think
going be important that we get the, the, the right track. yeah. There's other things but I'll get
down to those individual later. The only question I have for you, Mr. Agsalog, is basically
you're.. .the whole County Budget and, and this 59 or $57 million Carryover that you guys are
projecting based upon us raising fees and raising... or at least keeping... raising the rates to be
revenue neutral. Is that correct?
MR. AGSALOG: Yes, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chair, that's the only question I have.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. On the Public Service Company Tax, if the
Administration's focus is on revenue neutrality, I'm not suggesting that we increase their tax rate
but it seems that if we were concerned about revenue neutrality we would have made an
adjustment in the Public Service Company tax rate as well.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair, Councilmember White, I agree with you. Unfortunately, we don't have the
control over that. It is set by State Statute.
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Oh, it is. Okay.
MR. BAZ: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I should have known you guys would have done it if you could.
MR. BAZ: It's, it's currently one...1.885 percent of the gross income -COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Right.
MR. BAZ: --that they've...so and they pay that basically in lieu of real property tax.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Right. Okay. Well. I have some concerns about increasing taxes on
some but if not all for revenue neutrality but we'll deal with that later. Thank you. Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Chairman Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: My questions were asked. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions? Okay. We'll go Member Couch
then Member Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. Mr. Baz, you mentioned that the utility companies pay one
point.. .eight point... 1.88 percent of their gross.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Couch, Councilmember Couch, if you look on Page 2-22 of the Program Budget, the
binded [sic] document -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Uh-huh.
MR. BAZ: --it expresses that specifically and at 1.885 percent of their gross income. I do not believe
this includes any fuel surcharges that they include.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: That's, I guess that's my question 'cause that, then that's not really
gross income then?
MR. BAZ: No, this would be... gross income probably subject to not the fuel 'cause they don't consider
the fuel surcharge as gross income for other taxes either. If you look at the bottom of that page
we have estimated for Fiscal Year '11 collections of $6,042,768. And so that's why we've
reduced the income projections for FY '12.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. I've just.. .1 guess you may want to be a little more cautious on
what you put on there 'cause it's not really gross annual receipts because I know I pay about
twice as much as what they, you know, in fuel charge or more.
MR. BAZ: Well „ .
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So, if they receive that so...
MR. BAZ: Their... yeah, we can look at the definition of that.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Same with Franchise Tax as well.
MR. BAZ: Their gross income definition according to the utility company I'm pretty sure is different
than our gross income as far as our checkbooks go.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Ilokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. Gentlemen, just so I can have an understanding, in
the Budget proposal whether you look at all sources of funding or just General Fund. I just want
to get a sense, on your Carryover/Savings on the comparative of all different types of sources
you come up with almost $80 million. And under General Fund, you come up with your
56.2-plus or minus, you know, so much. We'll just round it off. Can you tell the Committee this
afternoon how you based that number and how you folks arrived at that number for use in this
proposal. please?
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, the 79.5 million Carryover/Savings is the accumulation of
Carryover/Savings from Sewer, all the funds that we have. The 56 million is just for the General
Fund, so...
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. I understood. So, I'm trying to understand, Mr. Agsalog. please,
what was...how did you folks arrive for that to be the number you wish to be in. in the
preparation of this Budget proposal? Why not 25 million? Why not 75 million? How.. .why is
it 56.3 in General Fund in round numbers and about 8...8...79.5 in all, all sources of funding?
You know what makes that the number, please?
MR. AGSALOG: It start with, for the General Fund. as I made it my example earlier. Mr. Chair, is that
68 million is a General Fund Carryover according to our CAFR,
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. AGSALOG: Okay. So, we minused whatever the certification that I have sent.. .we have.. .the
Mayor sent for your Budget amendments for this current Fiscal Year. and that was I think at
1.1 million. And then this current Budget. FY '11 Budget, they recognized 9.4 million to be
used on this Fiscal Year. So you minus all those plus the...we are estimating also for Fiscal
Year '11 the revenue should we get more revenue in Fiscal Year '11, the one that's, they already
proposed. and we saying we do not. We will probably make the same amount of revenue that
it's proposed in the Budget or lower. That's why we not.. .we are showing also an excess of
Fiscal Year '11 as negative. So what the.. .on the other portion of it we are not recognizing any
extra unspent money for Fiscal Year '11 to be conservative. So we arrived at 56 million for the
General Fund and we used the same formula for all the funds that we have. So we have a
starting point. Mr. Chair, which is the CAFR. The CAFR is. „the Comprehensive Annual Report
that's delivered to us, that's the audited amount that we have. That's our starting point to
calculate the Carryover/Savings for the proposed Budget.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So, another way then can this Committee under.. have an
understanding with you folks that at the end of June 30 th , 2011 that that is what's in the bank for
Carryover?
MR. AGSALOG: That's in the bank now, Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: As of today?
MR. AGSALOG: So far June 30 th , 2010.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I must have done budgets differently for decades, Chairman. 'cause we
always project in advance the carryover of what we want to start with at that point in time. We
don't go backwards in time to go back to a point in the past with that accounted number to bring
forward. We've never budgeted that way. So unless I am missing something from our previous
Budget deliberations I guess I'm on the wrong assumption because we've never done it in that
style before in, in my experiences. So I await your guidance in moving certain numbers forward,
Chairman. But thank you very much, gentlemen, I appreciate your comments this afternoon.
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, let me try one more time in, in explaining. If you...
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, you know what, me and Mr. Agsalog we can have this
conversation independent of the Committee's -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --time and. and so that we, you know, it's -CHAIR PONTANILLA: And I...
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --obviously we have difference -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --of how we viewing certain things. So allow Mr. Agsalog and myself to
deal with it -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --on the side and not -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --take the Committee's...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I think this might be different from previous budget --UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Situation.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --budgets that we all had gone through. So yeah if you could with
mister...meet with Mr. Agsalog to get a clear idea how the Carryover/Savings for this particular
upcoming Budget was, was considered. Mr. Carroll, do you have any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you. Chair. Not at this time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Members, any more questions regarding the overview on the revenue
projections? If not, we're going to move into the Countywide Costs, which can be found on 8-16
of the Program Budget and Page 6-27 of the Budget Details. And at this time. we're going to
take a short recess to lower the screen. Mr. Agsalog has a PowerPoint presentation in regards to
the Countywide Costs. And I think we had some questions regarding fringe benefits so
hopefully we see it. This meeting is in recess. . . (gavel). .
RECESS:

2:35 p.m.

RECONVENE:

2:39 p.m.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: . „ (gavel). .
reconvened. Mr. Agsalog?

The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is now

COUNTYWIDE COSTS
MR. AGSALOG: (PowerPoint Presentation) Thank you, Mr. Chair. My presentation is very short on
this one just to give you an overview. However earlier there was a question with regards to why
some of those items belongs to Countywide instead of the departments. It's my understanding,
Mr. Chair, that Countywide has.. .was put there because a lot of those items are mandated by law
and it has.. .it cannot be controlled by the departments such as the fringe benefits, indebtedness,
and all that. And it's according to our Charter those must not be controlled by the Department.
Okay.
Right now, Mr. Chair. the Countywide Cost is 142.2 million. And I'm going to go to you...with
you on the distribution of that 142.2 million. Fringe benefits, Mr. Chair, is 64 million and
the.. .minus 12 million is just reimbursement from Special Funds and Enterprise Funds. The
Bond Debt Service, Mr. Chair. is 39.5 million, and Supplemental Transfers those are.. .we
supplement Solid Waste, we supplement the golf course . . .(inaudible). . . is 10...10.7 million,
Mr. Chair. Insurance program and self insurance that's 10.5 million and Transfer to Open Space
and Natural Resources and Preservation funds that's 1 percent of the Real Property Tax.
Transfer to Affordable Housing is 4.3 million, and General Costs is 1.2 million. Mr. Chair.
Overhead reimbursement it's minus 7.3 million, transfer to Emergency Fund, Mr. Chair, this one
we discussing with the Budget Office because of the... the request that we had to reduce the
transfer of General Funds to the Emergency Fund for the current Budget. We have increased
that to 4 million. And transfer to Post-Employment Obligation is 25.2 million, and a total of
100.2 million for the cost for the Countywide. Mr. Chair.
This is the comparative for fiscal years. In 2010, we have an actual there. Mr. Chair, and you
can compare them with.. .it's probably clearer in your tables on the PowerPoint there.
Significant changes, Mr. Chair, is transfer to Post-Employment that's 10.3 million more than last
year. this current Budget year. Fringe benefits is 7.1 million more. Supplemental Transfer is
6.7 million more this year. And then the Bond and Debt Service is a reduction of 3.6 million due
to bond refunding that we have with the new issuance of bond. Transfer to Emergency Fund,
it's.. .because we reduced the current Budget so it should have been 3.0 million because it's only
1 million going to the Emergency Fund this coming year but I did not get to account that yet.
And a total of 22.5 million more than last year, Mr. Chair.
I just, I did a quick calculation last night. Mr. Chair, and this is what actually the people pay for
Countywide Costs for a population of 145,157. So the proposed. the request Budget
Countywide, every person would pay $979.35. I will take any question, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, we're going to take a short recess to raise the screen
and put on the lights. Recess. . (gavel).
RECESS:

2:42 p.m.

RECONVENE:

2:43 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA:
.(gavel). . The Budget and Finance Committee meeting is now...now
reconvened. Thank you. Mr. Agsalog, for that overview regarding Countywide Costs.
Members, I'm going to start with. Member White, do you have any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. What is the main reason for the increase in fringe
benefit costs of 7.1 million?
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair. that's...it's...the significant increase there is the ERS. Right now, there's
a legislation to modify future employees to see if we can reduce a little bit lesser all our
contributions because right now, Mr. Chair, the, the cost of the, the unfunded benefits is
just...humongous for us. So there is legislation. I am not privy right now where that legislation
is if it's still going.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: As a follow up if I may?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: The. the Mayor earlier had mentioned approximately $20 million being
contributed on behalf of ERS. Is this, is this part of that 20 million and?
MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair and Councilmember White, what the Mayor was...referencing to was the
increased obligations required to the Employee Retirement System of current employees, which
is this over $7 million increase here. And also the increased obligations to the
Post-Employment -COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Post-Employment.
MR. BAZ --Obligations Fund which is over $10 million.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: And the. the Post-Employment Obligation Fund, I recall that in earlier
CAFRs being called the Health.. .Post-Employment Health Fund. is that now a combination of
health and ERS or is it still just health?
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MR. BAZ: No, it's, it's just health.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: So what is the, what's the balance in that fund now?
MR. BAZ: Councilmember White, are you asking how much we owe still?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No, no. no. I know the, I know the. .the overall obligation is
significant.
MR. BAZ: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: But I, I recall seeing contributions to that fund in the neighborhood of
14 or $15 million a year for the last three or four years.
MR. BAZ: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: So I'm assuming that these.. .this contribution of 25 will bring, bring
the total up to somewhere in the neighborhood of 60 million.
MR. BAZ: Councilmember White, we'll have to look at that up and, and get back to you on that.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. . .(inaudible).
MR. BAZ: So you're looking for the total contributions we've made to the Post. „Post-Employment
Obligation Fund?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Correct.
MR. BAZ: Okay. We can get that for you.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: And then the other question I have is I realize that that.. is. is that fund
now handling the current retirees or is that still being handled as a operating expense somewhere
else? Before we set up the fund, I know that the, the employees...or the healthcare for retirees
was.. .there was no fund to handle that so it was coming out of operating expenses.
MR. BAZ: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Where would that have shown up and is it still being charged on the
same line or is it coming out of this Post-Employment Health Fund now?
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, if you will look at your Budget Details on 6-27.
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NOTE: Pause.
MR. AGSALOG: Budget Details it says fringe benefits reimbursement. The decrease there. Mr. Chair,
of the reimbursement is now moving to the OPEB.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I'm sorry, moving to what?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Is that payment to OPEB?
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, let me have our Account Administrator explain it a little bit more.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you.
MS. ZIELINSKI: Yes, Council Member, you asked about the...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Please identify yourself.
MS. ZIELINSKI: Oh, I'm sorry. Maria Zielinski, Accounting System Administrator in Accounts,
Department of Finance. To answer your question, we actually, the OPEB payments we have
there's two components. So in that...
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: What is...I'm sorry, but what is OPEB?
MS. ZIELINSKI: Oh. OPEB is the Other Post-Employment -COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay.
MS. ZIELINSKI: --Benefits. Okay. I think.. .what we were just talking about. And but basically in the
Countywide Costs and those expend.. .and what we're showing here in Countywide
expenditures, it's including what the actuaries tell us that we need to spend, okay, that we need to
put in and -COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Right.
MS. ZIELINSKI: --and send, give to EUTF but it's also the pay as you go. So your.. .your question
was does it include the current employees. Yes, it does. So when they give us the calculation
then what's included in the Countywide in the OPEB is current employees as well as people who
have retired. So it's both components.
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE
costs.

But it's not... it's the.. .it's a set aside for current employees future

MS. ZIELINSKI: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Right?
MS. ZIELINSKI: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: But...I'm...am I correct to assume that this fund now handles the
expense of retired employees?
MS. ZIELINSKI: Retired employees as well.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay.
MS. ZIELINSKI: So it has pay as you go. So when the actuary actually does their calculation they'll
show what the full, you know, liability is. then they'll show actually, they'll give us a credit for
the payments we're actually making right now for active employees and then they come up with
the, the bottom line. So yeah, so the...yeah...yeah. Right, right. So that employer, that
employer share of--so in. in your question I'm sorry--is the...when you have the employer share
of health funds under that, under Countywide that's, that's a piece of it. So that's, that's the
current employees.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay.
MS. ZIELINSKI: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
MS. ZIELINSKI: And just also I believe you asked about what the current balance was. We right now
have.. .we're holding a certain amount. We have about 23 million in that fund right now, in the
OPEB funds. We've actually held last year on the advice of...because of the, the solvency issues
of EUTF so we're actually holding that money awaiting to get further counsel from the actuary
to see what they say as far as the solvency. So we've actually holding that in a trust and agency
account right now.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. So it hasn't.. .so where, where does that show up?
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MS. ZIELINSKI: We've set it aside. It will show up in Countywide expense. It will.. .it's, it's
going... shown there but we actually put it in a trust and agency. So Treasury holds it and it gets
invested and earns interest.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay.
MS. ZIELINSKI: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Maria. Any more questions, Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair, you know, I'm going to defer to Mr. Hokama
for.. .and. and, and I'd like to ask the Department too for their assistance. You know there's the
general public that watches this and we use a lot of terms, EUTF, OPEB--I mean and the vast
majority of the people out there have no idea what we're talking about. And I can tell you
there's some Members on this Council right now that are kind of tripping with all of this stuff
because you don't want to use a word. And even for me sometimes it's very overwhelming and
I've been here four years and sometimes I'm like, whoa, you know, where are we going with this
and what do you really mean. So I think it's really good, yeah, one quick explanation what this
all means, why we are here, why, you know, I think we're missing, so that people understand
what this really means. It's not something we did intentionally but it is real...the real debt that is
going to be due. Like the Mayor said 30 years. 10 years, 100 years, whatever. So I'm going to
yield to Member Hokama so that he can give us a better explanation so we all understand better
what's going on. If that's all right with you, Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Victorino, that's a very good question that you provide. You know we've
been doing this for a long time, yeah. if we want the public to understand what we're really
saying then, you know, acronyms should be.. rather than use acronyms just say what it is. But I
think to get a real good grasp on how we formulate this, this Budget, you know, you...in my
opinion you got to be in these Chambers. You got to be in these Chambers to understand what
goes on. TV is okay, you know, but to be more effective for anybody to understand the Budget
process for this County is be here like some of the ladies been here like as far as I can remember
every day for I don't know maybe eight budgets. So and, and they get a pretty good grasp on,
on_ you know, what is being discussed. So thank you. Mr. Hokama?
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you very much. And I think you made a good comment
about the uniqueness of government financing and government budgeting. But it's like the
private sector. you know, there's a retirement component. which is pay your wages and then you
got your health requirements, your drugs. and your maintenance requirements from your
physician, and the catchall of what, what we call OPEB or anything other besides retirement and
health. But what I was happy to hear. if I believe Miss.. .the Account.. .Ms. Zielinski state is that
we have actuarial reports and so I'm, I'm wondering do, does this Committee have access to
those actuarial reports. Mr. Chairman, regarding the retirement system and especially the EUTF?
Because they're both governed by trustees appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the
Senate. and in the past. the issue with this County has always been an actuarial report that has yet
to break it down by cost centers especially if we've chose to try and prepay to minimize future
obligations. That was one of the excuses from the State that they were not able to give us the
cost breakdown by cost centers, which would...is what we're concerned with. What is the
County of Maui's responsibility?
So if you have that type of information, gentlemen, I would ask that it be shared with the
Committee so we can kind of make a.. .connect the dots between what is being requested in the
Budget versus what we know is the outstanding amount that we, we need to.. .we should because
we've made contractual agreements of what was the full amount to be fully funded in our
obligations. And I think maybe it's easier for us to understand why certain numbers are being
proposed in this Budget and what is the goal to achieve full fundedness of those obligations. So
if that can be provided, gentlemen, I would say that would be very helpful on our part to
understand -MR. BAZ: Sure. Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --your approach in this '12... '012 Budget process.
MR. BAZ: Yeah. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: The things though that I find interesting and I. I was hoping you folks would
bring it up. And. and. Chairman. I bring it up now because you know normally unless we bring,
we ask like Special Funds or what we don't really get a good sense of what's happening. But
since the Account Manager did mention that when we put things in trust and agency accounts
and it's in there for temporary but for specific use that you folks put it in short term investments.
So what can you tell the Committee this afternoon with our cash portfolio, what are the
disciplines of investment? What is our return of investment on those short-term instruments?
And does it go specifically automatically all into General Fund for appropriations by Council or
does that also include certain trust or special funds whereby any return of investment goes to that
specific accounts? Can you give us some comment? If you don't mind, Chairman?
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, no. If the Department can answer that. please?
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, the...it's my understanding that the interest rates come to General Fund.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So whatever we receive through interest rates all General Fund?
MR. AGSALOG: Yes, sir.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Even if it comes from part of the portfolio funding, it comes from water fees
or Highway Funds. Mr. Agsalog?
MR. AGSALOG: The. the Water. the Water Funds, it will, it will go back to the Water Fund, yeah.
Yes, it will go back to the Water Fund for that particular one, but most of the, like the... this
particular investment that we have with this trust and agency, it will go to the General Fund.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. If you could also, Chairman, you know, if they need a
communication from you how much of the short term comes from specific accounts and, and
what is the returns? Because I'd be interested to, to know what kind of returns we are getting
and whether or not--well, I think we should be aware of how Finance Department invests in what
type of instruments because we already have our concerns with Auction Rate Securities.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And so I would ask if that's something that according to your schedule,
Chairman, when appropriate I would hope we can have some discussion on the short term
investment portfolio and the advantages of what we can get out of those interest dividends.
Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you for that suggestion.
MR. BAZ: Yeah. Mr. Chair, the. the Administration would be very happy to work with the Council on
that, and, and maybe either right after deliberation of the Budget and things like that, we can
discuss investment policy and you as a policymaking board of this organization, County of Maui.
We'd be happy to discuss with you the details of that information.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine. And at the same time, probably have some good explanation in
regards to what Ms. Zielinski had provided us. So, yeah. maybe after Budget. So, okay, through
my signature we'll be asking for that.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. But, but, Chairman, again, yeah I, I think the, the specific things
about the actuarial request_ I think we need that for this... to finalize this, this upcoming Budget.
I would ask that we get that as soon as we can, gentlemen, that would be appreciated.
MR. BAZ: Sure. Mr. Chair and Member Hokama, we'd be happy to provide to you the documentation
that was provided to us from the. „the Retirement System State folks. And like Mr. Agsalog
mentioned this morning, we'd also encourage you to request that they come to the Budget and
Finance Committee and express their decision-making and actuarial with you to get a better idea
of that as well.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. Mr. Hokama asked pretty much the same question I was
going to ask. but I still didn't quite.. .1 need some more clarification on the answer. We do get
interest rate_ I mean we do get interest on our investment, short term or long term, and you say it
goes into the General Fund but where does it show up in our Budget anywhere?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Department?
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, this.. .a little on page 14 of my presentation. the use of money on the
bottom. The use of money is an interest.. some of those are interest income, Mr. Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I guess my question. thank you_ is does it show in here anywhere in the
details or in...?
MR. AGSALOG: That's part of the revenue.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Inside revenue.
MR. AGSALOG: Yes. In the.. .it will be on the area where License, Permit, and Others on the
25.3 million as a revenue for the use of money.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. The other question I have and I'm_ I'm sorry to go back to that
but is the Carryover/Savings that Mr. Hokama was talking about as well. We've heard a lot of
numbers now including $109 million. Where do you get--I see 79 in one place and
60-something in the other--but where did I mean I think Mr. Agsalog said 109 mil... or I'm sorry
Mr. Baz spilled the beans before saying 109 million and I think the Mayor said that in his, in his
budget, too. And in all your presentations, I don't see 109 million dollars anywhere. So how
does that, how does that roll up?
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MR. BAZ: Member Couch, to answer your first question, revenues are not in the Budget Details
document that you see in front of you. They are in the proposed Budget. right. The proposed
Budget. Section 2--excuse me--revenue expenditure section. Page 2-42 has in the Revenue
Expenditure. Carryover/Savings Three-Year Comparative Analysis. This is where we're getting.
and these numbers are directly from the CAFR. Total of $109,541,218.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: That. but that was in 2010. 2011, it goes down to 27 million.
MR. BAZ: That was the amount that was appropriated by the previous Council.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. And then now in 2011, estimated at 79.8.
MR. BAZ: Correct. The difference is the unrecognized. basically the difference is the unrecognized
amount from.. Jet me go back one step and for your information and those that were not on the
Council last year. The Fiscal Year 2009 CAFR was not available to the. the Administration or to
the Council during Budget deliberations and so...or preparation of the Budget. So they didn't
have any confirmation as to what the actual Fiscal Year '09 numbers were for
Carryover/Savings. We had that information available to us, and so we, we can project that to
you accurately.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. So, you're projecting to use 79.4...5 million in the 2012 Budget
on, on that page. So there's still a difference in 30 million in Carryover. Is that what is going to
be our projected Carryover for next year? Is that what the difference?
MR. BAZ: Uh...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Or, or if not, where, where did that 30 million dollars go?
MR. BAZ: No. Mister, Mr. Couch, and. and the Committee, the difference is between what was actual
in FY '10, what was recognized by the Council, what was amended by the current, the Council
for FY '11, and as, as Mr. Agsalog expressed to you, we're not including any Carryover/Savings
from FY '11. So what you're seeing is Carryover from FY '09 that wasn't recognized in '11
that's now being recognized in '12, if that makes any more sense.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: It's clear as mud. Okay. I guess I'll.
because if -MR. BAZ: Mr. Chair?
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --I think if I have these questions that people again watching and I
know the Chair says that we have to, you really actually have to be in the room.
MR. BAZ: A lot, a lot of it has to do with the way the Government accounts for funds and the way that
the revenues, estimated revenues, the, the appropriated amounts are set forth in ordinance and by
Council. Anything additional to that is, is really unrealized because.. .or unrealized during that
current fiscal year because it's not been appropriated for use.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Clear? Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thanks, Chair. Yeah, I mean we're in the...! mean I'm in the room
and it's still... I don't want to even be outside the room. Anyways, I still have, you know, the
fringe benefit thing, fringe benefit reimbursements, I mean it's such a huge figure. I'm just
curious because I've had people address this on the outside, you know, corporation, private
business level. When you retire from someplace not outside of government, you have a set rate
set fee pension and that's it. Regardless of what cost of living is going up, you know, going up,
you are living off that set fee per month. So is this number taking into consideration cost of, you
know, rise and cost of living for all of these, you know, Post-Employment Benefit stuff?
MR. BAZ: Member Cochran, the government makes contracts with its employees. These are
bargaining agreements. These are collective bargaining through unions. Those are basically
people who have decided to take employment with the government under specific conditions.
And current employees are. are certain conditions. The conditions have changed over the years
as collective bargaining agreements change, but what we're basically doing is fulfilling a
contract that the government has made with the employees and the responsibility that we have on
those. I guess in retrospect in looking if we had the ability to look back and say, okay, retired
employees, we're not going to pay you what we promised to pay you then you know that would
be one thing, but it would be something that I'm sure Corporation Counsel and a lot of attorneys
would love to start digging into or not love I guess, as the point may be.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And is that kind of what's being addressed on the State level, kind
of looking into that?
MR. BAZ: Correct. That's why Mayor is addressing the issue through the attrition policy, trying to
reduce the, the number of employees that are. that we've contracted with to, to basically, you
know, provide them with the promised benefits.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. At this time, I'd like to call on Staff because, you know, we talking
about fringe benefits and the percentages that_ you know, we did receive some correspondence
some time back, and we still need the FY '12 projection. So, Scott?
MR. KANESHINA: Thank you, Chair. Members, just.. we have a correspondence dated
January 14 th . 2011 from Mr. Agsalog, which illustrates the FY '11 calendar fringe overhead rates
to be used by cost center managers. However in the Budget deliberations, we'll still need what
their FY '12 Fiscal Year Budget assumptions are for this Committee. So, with the Chair's
request, we'll be requesting that and we'll provide that to you when it's available. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No more. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, any more questions regarding Countywide on the overview
presentation? Mr. White or, Mr. Mateo, you got questions?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah. Just, just to the Department, I guess. I guess you've, you've
seen the numbers. You've taken a look at the departments. You've taken a look at specifics_ and
I' m going to relate this right to the supplemental transfers, because we. we, we've seen
operations where the ability to generate revenues continue to decline. Supplemental transfers
there becomes a dependency on, on, you know, these funds to bail them out because they cannot
generate the kind of funds. At what point does red flags come out from you guys to tell us we
need to take a look at the, the white elephant that's draining our blood?
MR. AGSALOG: I'll, I'll let the Administration answer that because that seems to be a policy issue,
Mr. Chair.
MR. BAZ: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: That's called passing the buck. No, it's not a policy issue. Thank you.
MR. BAZ: Yeah. The, the information that we get from the Department of Finance is. is accurate,
technical information regarding the. the balances and the supplemental transfers, and the decision
that the Administration and the Council make on those supplemental transfers is, is more of a
policy, policy issue just as it relates to that. There is information in here, specifically Golf Fund_
you know, and Solid Waste Fund are the main supplemental transfers. And that is a decision that
the Administration, you know, this is our proposed Budget and this is what we're saying is, is
accurate, you know, in what we're suggesting. And the Council, we hope to work with you to
develop that policy and_ and that statement, and, and if there are differences in how we
accomplish the goal of either providing the service, not providing the service, not have that
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program, or, or whatever the situation may be, that's, that's a part of the discussion that I think
we can come up to a good conclusion together on and we're happy to work with you regarding
this.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah. No. And, and yes you know I'm not getting away from the, the
policy requirement...
MR. BAZ: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: ...but there is, there is a fiscal responsibility that you guys also owe us.
So the question, the question and I'm just going to, you know -MR. BAZ: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: --be blunt, because if it services unlike, you know. like Solid Waste or
Highways. those are responsibilities that we have, but there are also other things like golf that is
not our responsibility. So we have an entity that continues to lose money, not able to generate
income to pay its own way, and it is, it is the taxpayers that continue to bail 'em out. So at one
point or another, we've got to have that discussion, and hopefully because you guys see the
numbers involved that, you know, that's where our lead should come from looking at the
financial responsibility and commitment and obligation by this County to more or less maintain
and run. So that was what I was getting at, you know, at what point does that red flag come out?
MR. BAZ: Most definitely. And, and when the Budget and Finance staff worked together.. .you know,
Danny and I worked very closely and when we came across this number as far as the Golf Fund
is concerned, it concerned us. And we, we decided to bring it forward to you with this, this is
one option is to do a supplemental transfer from the General Fund. If you think about it, Parks
and Recreation is something that is paid for generally, mostly out of the General Fund anyway.
Tennis courts and lifeguards and pools and those kind of things are funded out of real property
tax dollars as well. And I understand golf is a little different but that's a decision that we need to
make to say, you know, is this something that we as a County decide to, to supplement to have or
not?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. In other words, privatize the golf course. Really.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It's getting there.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: We're losing money, hey, it's an... option. Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank, thank you, Chair. And, and. and I will follow up with,
with, with what Mateo is... Chair Mateo is saying is. is true. I mean, you know, you're right,
Mr. Baz, you know, we going have to look at, you know, maybe charging for the uses of pools.
We one of the few municipalities in this State that doesn't do it yet, that doesn't do it in, in the
State. And throughout the mainland and I go all over the place whether it's Vegas or whether
it's in Philly. just those two places, they charge almost everything you use. So I mean we and
the people have to understand Peter is paying for this bill all these years. Peter is the Real
Property Tax holders, right, and if we keep our minimum tax at $150. Mr. Chair, and we don't
reduce the $300,000 exemption. I mean we're, we're heading in, in, in, in a real definite
hell-breaking direction and something is going to give real quick.
So these are the things you guys got to look at. You got to give us lead, leads in this area. And I
agree you know you give us the lead. We make the decisions, yes, but we cannot make, start
doing all this on our own, because you're the Administration, you lead us. You tell us and then
we take it from there and make the fiscal decision to help you come up with the right income.
Am I correct. Mr. Baz?
MR. BAZ: Yes, you are.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, so I think that's something that's.. that's what we're saying.
MR. BAZ: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You heard the message. The message is help us look for means. I
don't know if it's only now but it's got to be soon because we can't wait.
MR. BAZ: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Armageddon is coming and it's coming quick and unless we start
really doing something now we're going to be in, in a world of hurt.
MR. BAZ: It, it really is, in my opinion, a policy decision and in, in everything that we're looking at
including you know if we look at Solid Waste refuse collection. Do we want to go to universal
refuse collection? You know, that's something that's discussed and, and in fact trying to move
towards. But does that mean that the users pay? We're forcing people to take something that
they may or may not want or real property taxpayers. You know so it really is a matter of, yeah,
who's paying for what and how we accomplish the goals and mission of this County? And we
really appreciate the discussion.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. And then just really closing real quickly on this universal
trash pickup, you know, doing that, again to me, that's one of the unfair ways of doing it because
you're not, not getting the real users to pay for it, you're getting everybody else to pay for it just
like what we doing now with golf and, and, and all the other recreation. other areas. So anyhow
this is something to be discussed later and I don't want to carry on because we got other things to
follow up.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. Mr. Chair. I apologize.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Got me going and I shouldn't have gotten going. All right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We had this discussion last time -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --last year, in fact. last Council.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's why it's just updating everybody what we talked about.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: We had discussion on our reducing the homeowners exemption from 300.000
to 100.000 and the last Council decided not to. This Chair brought it out.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, you talk about minimum tax and, and the whole bit, we could have acted
last year but we failed to do that. So, Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Yeah, just as a, as a note -CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, no, go ahead. Mr. White.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I was up before Mateo and before Victorino if you really want to get
upset about it. Thank you. Mr. Chair. As somebody pointed out as we were rolling the screen
back up, just the County cost, just the Countywide costs portion of the Budget of 142 million is
almost a $1.000 per person in the County of Maui. And if you look at what each homeowner is
charged to your point of the exemption and the homeowners rate, each homeowner generates or
each home under the Homeowner category generates only $720 in taxes maybe 726, I think. So
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we have some, we have some issues here because... anyway the... my other concern is that when
I look at the health fund that we're setting up. it seems that we have put aside roughly
$70 million in the last four years. People have been telling us for the last I don't know how
many weeks, what are you going to do about our roads? And so yeah, we can. we do need to
fulfill the promises but we need to be making sure that we're on the, in the long term able to
fulfill those promises without going to the people who will never see health benefits after
retirement like all of my employees and myself and asking them to take out of their smaller
retirement to make sure that we keep our promises. I think we have an obligation to make sure
that those promises that we're making are not draining the pockets of people who are less well
off than the County employees. And I, I only bring that up because as I look at this, the
contribution to the health fund in three years has increased by 76 percent. The, the contribution
to Employee Retirement System. which the Mayor said this morning is likely to go up by
40 million in the next couple of years, has increased by 30 percent in the last three years.
So these are. these are real costs that we're going to have to deal with, and I think we need to
take a serious look at how we're going to do that. I. I look forward to the discussion. Thank
you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. That's why we're all here. Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman. I can see we're going to have a great Budget session
this year. But in, with all seriousness, I appreciate the Administration's approach to our
obligations, and again. yes, I agree with Mr. White, the numbers show major increases but that is
not due to this County's fault. We are unfortunately dependent upon City and County of
Honolulu and the State of Hawaii's abilities to pay regarding this areas of obligation that impacts
us more than likely 99 percent time negatively. Because when those two big entities cannot pay,
our contribution request is very small, and when they can pay, of course our portion goes up in
relation also because now those two big guys can finally pay their bill.
But just so my colleagues can get a sense of what is going on nationally, just the State of
California counties on their health fund, health fund only, Chairman, they are one trillion dollars
short. Okay. We went past the "Bs - . We into the "Ts" for the State of California. Okay. A
trillion dollars short in health fund obligations for the State of Hawaii. I mean State of California
in county requirements. So I'm pleased that we are making the attempt. but I think we should be
also aggressive with the rating agencies as far as other opportunities on how to reduce our
requirements without jeopardizing our fiscal positioning and still stay within the parameter of
law as it regards to our sister counties in the State of Hawaii. I think that's critical.
And one of areas that is going to help us is to understand what was brought up to these two
gentlemen shortly before is from Mr. Mateo. When do we say we need to have certain funds
adjusted more appropriately? Because I'm like him, when we do interfund transfers and yet they
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can show Carryover/Savings it's disturbing, Chairman, unless Ms. Heely this afternoon going
say if you choose so the Council can reverse the funding. What you put in if they have
Carryover of "x" percent you can draw 'em back out. which is going to be interesting 'cause that
will be 180 percent around about-face for Corporation Counsel in 30. 40 years since we became
a Charter entity. So it would be interesting how City and County was able to do it and yet this
County is unable to do it.
But I bring that up, Chairman. because I think it's going to impact us on how we craft the
revenue portion to pay for our expenses, 'cause I have no faith that the Legislature is going to
give us money. And so I bring this up this afternoon because I think it's part of the Countywide
cost issues we're going to face is also if need be in executive session, Chairman, we need to
know the current status of negotiations on collective bargaining. What is the future payouts?
Are we going to go short-term contract? Are we going to go on regular long-term contract?
Again I think for us to be better Legislators we need to know certain facts so we can make more
appropriately knowledgeable decisions. And these are not maybe what we normally receive in
Budget sessions. but I think it's too critical for us not to have it in this session. And so I hope
that is something you would consider in discussions with Mr. Baz and Mr. Agsalog and the
Mayor that we need to be informed what's happening in collective bargaining, and what are the
parameters of increases or decreases, adjustments in benefits whether it be in the medical side or
in the retirement side, whether we're going to allow family plans anymore for employees? I
think that's all part of the calculations we need to do to make better, tight decisions on what
we're going to raise to pay for the bill. So thank you very much, Mister... oh, one thing though I,
I would say, I appreciate the slide when you do per capita, but what will be great also is we put
other things that we know that they have to pay, like indebtedness. You got to add $2.000 more
to that picture because that's how much each person in this County owes regarding our
borrowing.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And, you know, $150 minimum tax, Chairman, don't pay for it. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
MR. BAZ: Mr. Hokama. Excuse me. The, that, actually that per capita does include debt service
payments.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: It does?
MR. BAZ: Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. That's good.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Because you know what, I look at your book and your book tells me
it's 18-98 per person and that's why I'm glad you brought that up, Mr. Baz.
MR. BAZ: Maybe total debt.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. It does say that -VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So you need to tell us what is the right numbers.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --when you look at the borrowing side, Mr, Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. That segues right into what I was going to ask. In essence
our expenditures, if I read right, is going to be 475 million dollars, right? All of our expenses?
MR. BAZ: Say that question one more time, please.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: According to Page 2-43, all of our expenses are going to be
475,321,000?
MR. BAZ: Yes, Councilmember Couch, the operation expenditures total $475.3 million.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: And then the Countywide is 142--the CIP?
MR, BAZ: Correct. The CIP is hundred and...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. So the real number that we really need to talk about is those
numbers added together divided by the population, which is actually about 155.000 according to
the census. So we're looking at about $4.000, a little over $4.000 per person in the County of
Maui of what it cost the County to operate and run, Is that right? According to my quick
spreadsheet over here,
MR. BAZ: Okay. I'm not, I s m not sure. We could make those calculations for you. Operations, our
current operations capital is of course projects and investments -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right. But it's every...
MR. BAZ: --but it does total 600...
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: ...what we spend every year.
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MR. BAZ: Those total $632 million.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right.
MR. BAZ: Those include interfund transfers and there's a lot of other items in there that adjust revenue
and expenditures that don't come out of the taxpayers' pockets.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Right. Well. then I would like to get a number that the taxpayers
actually have to pay.. .eventually.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Cut you guys short. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I don't have enough time for -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Sorry.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --to go through this particular Budget review for the Finance Department. So,
Mr. Couch, if you can put your question in writing and I will try get information from the. the
department. Ms. Cochran, one question.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, I'm fine.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: I have it all solved. I just need -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --I can put stuff in writing. We'll move on.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Moving on.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Member Carroll. Okay, Members. Thank you very much,
Mr. Agsalog and Mr. Baz, regarding the Countywide expenses. I know there's tons of questions
but I think the tons of questions also going to be questions or the questions that you folks asks,
ask, going be asked of the departments --
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --again. I can guarantee you. Okay. At this time. and. Members, we do have
a meeting Upcountry. Pukalani this evening. So. the Chair wants to end this meeting at 4 o'clock
and if we don't get through then tomorrow morning we'll continue with the Finance Department
and finish them up. And then I think we do have Water, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Water.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. So, what we'll do.. let's see, we'll, we'll take the Department of
Finance and_ and before I do that_ you know_ for the next few weeks, we will be reviewing each
department budget, budgets, and the Chair intends to review the department in its entirety. And
then we're going to review their A. B. C Accounts, and Grant Revenues if any, and then CIP
requests. Each department has been scheduled and everybody has a. the calendar and then I hope
to stay on track with the schedule as much as possible.
At the end of each day, if you have any questions for the department if you could put it in writing
those questions that you wanted to ask_ please put it in writing, send it to the Staff, and then we'll
have the department provide us with some information. Again_ there is limited time available to
review and evaluate the Mayor's proposal in regards to the 2012 Fiscal Year Budget. So again,
you know, just let me remind you that, you know, I hope to be, you know, keep the time going,
and hopefully all of us are prepared for the day's discussion as we go through this Budget
review.
So with that_ I'm going to have Mr. Agsalog provide us with some overview or presentation in
regards to the Department's request for this 2012 Fiscal Year Budget. So everybody has a
handout and take a look at the handout. please. Thank you. Mr. Agsalog?
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE
MR. AGSALOG: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Again_ on the handout, we are requesting a...a total of
10.703.052 and I go over them in the breakdown with you. But let me quickly introduce my
team, Mr. Chair, and they have been patiently waiting in the gallery there. I have my Deputy
Director Mr. Jeremiah Savage right there. Uh-huh. And right here on my right side. Mr. Scott
Teruya, our Administrator of the RPT, and our Account Administrator_ Ms. Maria Zielinski. I
have Mr. Lito Vila from the Licensing Division, and I have Mr. Thanaid Uralwong from the
Treasury. I have Mr. Scott, Mark Escudero, for our Director's Office. I have Mr. Greg King
from the Purchasing,, and of course Ms. Deborah Teves from the Risk Management. And I
appreciate them for helping me put this Budget together, presentation together, Mr. Chair.
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On the Account...Accounts Program, we are requesting 1,362,450. That's the Accounts
Program. And I will go slide by slide with you. I'm on the second slide. Mr. Chair.
Administration Program in the Director's Office as well as Risk Management and Treasury,
we're requesting 1.380.791. For the biggest financial program that we have. I mean, program we
have is the Financial Services, we are requesting 6.316.742 and that one has the, also the rent for
our Service Center, Okay, Purchasing Program. Mr. Chair, is...
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: No, no, that's good,
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, good. no, no. You're good. .(inaudible). . .
MR. AGSALOG: Okay. The Purchasing Program, Mr. Chair, we are asking 421.835. This is a
breakdown, the third slide. Mr, Chair. The breakdown, we are pretty flat. The increase on
wages. Mr. Chair, is the removal of the furlough, 49.895. The increase in our request for the
Operation. Mr. Chair. 47.000 of that is for bank charges. 8.500 is for to retain a bond counsel,
and 7,000 is for our increase in our contract with the armored car. security, 5.000 is for our
rentals in Treasury.
On the Accounts Program, Mr, Chair, we have 19 people working there, E/P counts. The
increases again, it's for the wages for the furlough. And the 20.000 that you see as an increase
there. Mr. Chair, is the requirements that if we need some management report from our
payroll... it's a $10.000 per report so we are looking for just in case we need two reports so we
can pay for it. So a total of increase of 59,177.
Purchasing Program, Mr. Chair, we have about seven people working there and again the
increase of salary is for the furlough removal and it's pretty flat.
Financial Services, Mr. Chair, this one is the combination of the RPT as well as the Licensing
Division at DMV. We have 99 people working there and there's an increase of 147,916 or a
3.6 percent a request for increase. This is for the removal of the furlough also. And I will have
my.. .Administrator explain the 77 a little bit later on, Mr. Chair, if you need to. The 4,000 is a
computer that we asked, asked for.
And the total for the, the next page, Mr. Chair. total funded of general operations, we are
counting 141.8 E/P count and a total $6,546,220. For the operations, we requesting 2,9 million
an increase of 169.604. The total request budget, budget request for the general funded operation
is 9.481.18 [sic], Mr. Chair.
We have in the Drivers License sections 15 people working on grants with the State. the CDL
licenses and other State functions that we do. And the salaries is requesting 618,820. I think the
decrease on this one is the people that are leaving. We're hiring on the lower, lower salary when
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we get new ones, and then operation is 602,414. The total for the grant funded operation,
Mr. Chair, is 1.2 million.
The next page, it's a combination, combined for the grant and the grant funded, it's a total
10.703.052. Okay.
We have a quick per capita analysis and I hope this is going to be useful for you. We have on
this Fiscal Year 2012, for every single personnel that's working in the Department of Finance,
there's a ratio of 926 population that we serve. Salaries, for using the data book number of
145,157, they paying our salaries in the Department of Finance. $49.36. and for our operations
they paying $24.34, a total of $73.73. Mr. Chair, for our operation that issues your licenses, your
plates. We monitor your, our investments for the County. We look, look out for the safety of
our people. We pay our payroll for that amount of money. So. I would hope that a favorable
approval for our request for the coming year. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Agsalog. You know, just noting that your Budget is pretty
much flat. But. Members, we'll take the Administration/Risk Management/Treasury Program.
And, Members, I'm looking at 6-1, and these are the programs that Mr. Agsalog had noted in
regards to the Finance Department. Okay, 6-1 on the Budget Details, six.. .8-1 on the Program,
as well as Page 3 on the Budget Ordinance. Okay. I'm going to start off with.. .oh,
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Hey.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We'll, we'll go to the Administration/Risk Management/Treasury
Program. The A Account, which is salary and wages, you see an increase of $49.895 and that's
due to removing the furlough days in 2012. So. Mr. Victorino, any questions on that?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Really no questions. And then if that, if that's the, the real cause
then I have no problem. And with, with his ratio breakdown, I really appreciate that. I think that
gives a better understanding of what they contribute and what they get for what they bring in. I
think it's, it's very heartwarming to understand what's going on. Thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Mr. Hokama.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Not in this area.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Not in this area.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Not at this time, Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No. Pretty flat budget and make sense.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Carroll. Member Mateo. Member White.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Not at this time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. On the B Account. Operations, there is an increase amount of $72,604.
Mr. Hokama, any questions for the Department regarding that?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I believe the Committee heard that you were looking at a portion of the
funds for a bond counsel?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Is, is that correct on the Committee's understanding?
MR. AGSALOG: Yes. Mr. Chair, because of the Build America Bonds and the ARRA, we had some
reportings that we had to work with and we are retaining bond counsel. I think I asked for 8,500,
Mr. Chair. That's under.. .yes. 6-8, one two.. .the fifth line on the.. .yes, professional services
item number... sub index 6132.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: The bond counsel we used I believe last year where we got the bond
upgrade, that contract has terminated or is there still a rider that you can continue to use the bond
counsel for these purposes?
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, let me have my Assistant Treasurer.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine. If you can identify yourself, please.
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, I apologize, I, I misspoke. That 8.000 is for the Financial Advisor for the,
for the BABs, to the Build America Bonds. The, the bond counsel, it's a two-year contract so we
still retain them.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. So what is the purpose for this Financial Advisor, please?
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MR. AGSALOG: Because the, the requirements for the Build America Bonds when we get, when we
get the...uh...subsidies, we need a very extensive reporting to work with us in that area.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: What is the difference when we go for General Obligation requirements?
MR. AGSALOG: The General Obligation requirements, Mr. Chair, is that they work with us to process
the...uh. _floating of the bonds. including getting, getting all the paperworks for ratings and all
the necessary paperworks to get the floating of the bonds completed, Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Maybe the, the Committee has...you know, we just mixing up
words, Mr. Agsalog, so this advisor, is this what we would call the underwriter?
MR. AGSALOG: No, Mr. Chair. It's not.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: It's not the underwriter?
MR. BAZ: Maybe I can explain a little bit. The requirements, the last bond sale we, we made. as I
mentioned before, was the interest rate was reduced because it was subsidized by the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act. That Act requires a significant amount of ongoing reporting,
and so this professional services will assist the County in doing that ongoing reporting
requirements. So while the interest rate was reduced getting the ARRA funded. ARRA subsidy,
it does cost us a little bit, $8,500 in helping to, to produce those reports and, and the ongoing
requirements required.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And you telling the Committee that it is, we are unable to perform those
requirements within the Department of Finance.
MR. AGSALOG: We need, we need a professional help with regards to getting all those rules to be
met, Mr. Chair. And because of the extensive rules that we have to follow it's safer for us to
spend 8,500 to get it done properly.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So this is only for funds under ARRA? Once these funds are gone, we don't
need this person anymore, right?
MR. AGSALOG: When all the reporting is completed.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Whatever Federal requirements are -MR. AGSALOG: Yes, sir.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --once it's completed this person, this, this requirement does not exist. So I
can, I can make an assumption that I won't see this transferred to a warm position down the road
then.
MR. AGSALOG: That's, that is affirmative. Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Okay. I just find it interesting. We don't have a financial advisor
and we do short-term investments of hundreds of millions of dollars and yet we're going to get
one advisor for this small borrowing. And I say small compared to the short-term portfolio
amounts, Chairman. that... (sigh)... it's going to be a nice long Budget session. Chairman. Thank
you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Same thing every year.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Fast question. I know the previous Administration, they had.. individuals
from the Administration taking a look at investments for the County of Maui. Do you have that
same, I guess, group of people from the Administration look at, looking and making investments
for the County?
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, we have our investment committee that provide oversight to the Treasury
Department. But our investment is done by our Treasury Department and I am very happy to tell
you that our Deputy Director is very experienced in investment, retail side but it function as well
in the investment institutions that we are, have here.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. You know, on that 61-32, you know, if you can provide this
Committee in writing the breakdown of the $89.000, I think that would kind of help us.
Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No thanks.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No thanks, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No. thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Carroll?
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COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Well, I think I'll put my questions in writing -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: --and submit it to you. Thank you.
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair, which, which one do you want me to look at?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Under the Finance Director's Office, the professional services, you do have
$89,000 and I think it's the same one that probably is identified in your program, in your handout
that you gave us. It's on Page 6-6.. .code 6132 professional services.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Hm. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Eighty-nine thousand.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So if I can get a breakdown of the cost that would be good.
MR. AGSALOG: I'll get it to you. Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No, Chair. I have a question but I'll put it in writing.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Put 'em in writing.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. So, we go to equipment. There's no equipment that's being
requested. So you guys got any more questions regarding Administration/Risk
Management/Treasury Program?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Not at this time.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. We'll go, let's go to the Accounts Program, Salary and
Wages, A Account. Basically, I think Mr. Agsalog provided us with some comments in regards
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to removing the furlough days in 2012.
Member Cochran?

So, Member Couch, you got questions?

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No. thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Carroll? Member Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chairman, similar question and request like, like you just asked a
little bit ago in professional services. This one has a 230,000-plus increase so if they can break it
down and show us what it's for.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. We'll, we'll take that when we go to the C.. .B Account. Mr. White?
Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The question was asked but I'm not at that account yet.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: None.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Now, the B Account. Member Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, sir.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa? Okay. Member Carroll? Member Mateo? Now.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Now.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: What page you looking at?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: No questions. Mr. Chair, it was on Page 6-10.
MR. AGSALOG: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yes,
MR. AGSALOG: That particular is the ADP. our. that's our payroll. It was transferred from the
computer services to now it's in a professional service. And that's where the request of another
20,000 going to go that I was asked, I was.. .1 mentioned earlier,
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So now we contract this thing out?
MR. AGSALOG: It is contract with ADP. Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Fine. You still need it in writing, Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: No. If that's the total, if that's the total use of the 230.800 increase. Is
that .. .(inaudible)...?
MR. AGSALOG: Yes. sir, Yeah. That 20,000 in the bottom there as, as increase that we are asking is
that's the one that I mentioned earlier that we are putting a provision that if we need two reports
for, management report for our payroll, we will be able to request that,
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chair, I still want it in writing.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay. Fine.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: I think I'm lost, I don't understand -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: —20.000 versus 230,000. So in writing is fine so we can move on.
Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. White.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I'm assuming or am I correct to assume that
that, that amount of expenditure is we're going to see a reduction somewhere else and if so
where is that reduction coming from to pay for this $230.000 increase?
MR. AGSALOG: Yes. Mr. Chair. If you look at that line number for 6110 computer services, it's
reduced to 228,913.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: What page are you on?
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MR. AGSALOG: Page 6-10.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sixty-one ten above number.
MR. AGSALOG: Account, yeah, it's 6110. That is transferred to the professional 6132 and again...
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Since the Chair wants to get out of here by four you don't need to
answer anymore.
MR. AGSALOG: ... (Laughed)...
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: It's very clear. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. You, too? Okay. So. Staff, forget about that letter. Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Ilokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: No. No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Just I guess it would be a request that is there a possibility we can get a
new index code for the payroll so it's not lumped in professional services. So we know every
ti me where our. you know, where that's going?
MR. AGSALOG: Oh, yeah, we, we can create an index code for it if that's needed.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: 'Cause I. I would like that called out, I mean if it's okay with the rest
of the Committee, I'd like that called out because that's, there's some issues with that.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Okay. Yeah. when. when we do the details, then we'll--excuse me.
Yeah, when we do the details maybe 2013 Budget then they can create that index code. This is
only the details and we'll be working with the ordinance. Yeah.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: That's fine.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Good. Equipment, there's no equipment being requested. So I guess
nobody has any questions, right?
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Uh-uh.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I'm going to stop right here.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION: DEFER pending further discussion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And then tomorrow, we'll continue with the Department and then we'll pick
up Purchasing. And, Members, we'll pick up Purchasing tomorrow at 9 o'clock, and then I had
Staff call the Water Department and we'll go with the Water Department at 10:30. So, tonight
again the Committee will be holding the first of eight district meetings. The meeting starts at
6 o'clock, Hannibal Tavares Center. Members that are driving up, please drive carefully, and
we'll see all of you atth Hannibal Tavares at 6 o'clock. So, the Budget and Finance Committee
meeting for March 30 is now adjourned. . . (gavel). . .
ADJOURN: 3:55 p.m.
APPROVED:

41111-4

/./
/ JOSE ' PONTAN1LLA, Chair
/ Budget and Finance Committee
Transcribed by: Cathy Simmons

bEmin:110330
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